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above  is  more  than a moral  maxim - it is a rule of efficiency that  
l I r ~ ~ p l i e s  to  social  and  business  correspondence.  You  dislike  voluminous 
letters  which  bury  the  essential  information  or  facts  between  myriad  lines 
of unnecessary  words-so  do  others. A letter,  or a book, or a report  that  is 
concise  and  that  relates every word to  the  subject at hand is always  welcome 3 

and thoroughly read. C a n  you  imagine a n  attorney’s  brief  prepared  without 
reference  to  legal  requirements 3 or a financial  statement  not  conforming  to 
the  rules of accountancy? Your  s t u d y  reports can also be made  more effective 
-they  can  present  your  thoughts  and  expressions  in a more  intimate  style, 
if you  use  the  student  correspondence  tablet.  This  special  tablet  will  save 
you  time  in  writing,  and  assure  you  more  prompt  replies  to  your  questions. 
It  has  been  carefully  designed,  with  the  Rosicrucian  student’s  needs  in  mind. 
T h e  cover of the  tablet is a useful  blotter and  upon it  are  printed  all of the 
essential  instructions.  as: TO WHOM, W H E R E ,   a n d  WHEN TO WRITE. 
A t  the  top of each  sheet  is  presented  information For the  proper  direction 
of your  letters. The  tablet  consists of 50 large  business-size  sheets of strong, 
yet  light,  bond  paper.  Order a tablet  today.  You  will  be  pleased  with  its 
advantages.  Send  order  and  remittance  to: 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BURliAU 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A. 

(Each  month  this  page is devoted  to  the  exhibition of student  supplies.) 

Each  tablet  consists  of 50 
large  sheets,  strong  bond, 
yet  light  enough  to  be a 
postage  saver.  Each  sheet 
is printed  with brief,  useful 
instructions  and  information. 
One sheet  is  usually  suffi- 

report or examination. 
cient for a very complete 

STUDENT’S 
TABLET 

Price: $1.00 each 

A lot of 3 for $2.50 

large 8v2 x 1 1  inch Sheets 

( 7 / 2  sterling) 

(17/10 sterling) 



DR. H. SPENCER LEWIS 
First  Impe1atol oE the second cycle of AMORC. I t   was  he who institutctl the prirlcipal 
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THOUGHT OF THE MONTH 
CRO’SSROADS OF CIVILIZATION 

a world  journey in behalf of the Rosicrucian  Order. 
This  article is the seventh of a series  being written by the  Imperator  after his return from 

“ E D I T O R  

N the  majority of the capi- 
tals of Europe there is  to 
be had a tremendous con- 
trast between the old and 
new. Symbols of the cen- 
turies vie with each other 
for attention. One may 
but step across  a  boule- 
vard  teeming  with traffic 

to find himself in a winding alleylike 
street of the 16th century. These houses 
of yesteryear, with  their  narrow gabled 
roofs and drooping dormer-windows, 
give the appearance of an aged person 
wearied by  the pace of life about him. 
One gazes at the  structures and  at  the 
pavement of cobblestone at his feet and 
momentarily tries  to capture something 
of the spirit of their times. The wooden 
shutters of the  upper stories are open. 
A pale yellow light may be seen radi- 
ating from their depths. They  are 
occupied today. Are  the inhabitants 
intrigued  by  their  surroundings? Can 
they imagine the views of the world 
held by  the former residents? Are  they 
impressed by  the tremendous march of 
events since the  days  when the original 
occupants trod the now worn oak  floors 
and climbed the same steep poorly 

T L ,  lighted stairs? There is  a certain thrill in 
1 ,IC 

Rosicrucian biing able  to  move  one’s  consciousness 
from the past, which these dwellings 
represent, to the present era  by  the 

1954 
simple gesture of merely  turning about 
and walking in the opposite direction, 
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for just ahead  and but  a  few  steps 
away lies  today-the 20th  century. 

To most  persons the word Africa con- 
jures visions of savagery and primitive 
life. To  them it is  a world as  yet un- 
touched or unscathed, depending on 
one’s  concepts of the developments of 
the present era. Actually, the traveler 
to South Africa, to the Transvaal in 
particular, finds a contrast fully as 
striking as that offered by  the metrop- 
olises of Europe. There is the primi- 
tive culture whose  tempo and objectives 
have defied the vision and will of mod- 
ern  man.  Sharply defined against such 
a  backdrop is  every progress  which  is 
attributed to civilization. There is  no 
more effective example of this contrast 
than the  large  city of Johannesburg. It 
is affectionately called by some of its 
citizenry “The New York of Africa” to 
depict its  similarity to  the mode of ar- 
chitecture common to that American 
city.  The visitor finds it difficult  to  be- 
lieve that  this  city of towering sky- 
scrapers,  blocks of massive stone and 
concrete buildings, and ultrafashionable 
shops is but a little over sixty years 
old. It is  a monument  to  this age,  be- 
gun  in the  19th  century and built in 
what at  that  time was generally a  sav- 
age subcontinent. 

As one stands gazing from his hotel 
window, the principal industry of Jo- 
hannesburg and of the  country is  evi- 
dent to him.  All  about  the perimeter 



of the  cit  may be seen what  appear 
as the foot .3: ills of some mountain  range. 
Actually the  city is located on a  plateau 
at  an altitude of slightly over  5,000 
feet. These hills are  unattractive  and at 
a distance are gray,  drab, and without 
any vestige of growth. They accentu- 
ate  the  architectural  beauty of the 
buildings and  the modernity of the 
streets crowded with  American and 
British automobiles. These foothills, one 
soon learns, are man-made. They  are 
mine dumps! 

“The world‘s richest gold fields lie 
in  the Witwatersrand,  ‘the ridge of the 
white  waters.’” The  main reef dis- 
covered in I886 extends for almost 
sixty miles. Johannesburg is situated on 
this gold-bearing rock-its very  founda- 
tion  is gold. Shafts  along this reef have 
penetrated  to  a  depth of 10,000 feet 
where  mining is effectively carried on. 
The mining  industry in South Africa 
employs more than 330,000 persons, 
40,000 Europeans  and 290,000 non- 
Europeans.  ‘Forty-odd  companies re- 
covered i  i l/e million  ounces of gold from 
over 57,000,000 tons of rock milled. The 
annual value of this production is well 
over  $435,000,000  or EiM,000,000.” In 
the process the waste material  is iled 
high to form  huge dumps. These gave 
not  added to the aesthetic quality of 
Johannesburg. The  mining  and civil 
authorities are very conscious of this 
deplorable situation and  for years  have 
sou ht a way to profitably make  use 
of t!ese  huge mounds of crushed rock. 
At  one  time  they  were to be  used for 
highway construction. The chemical 
ingredients in the waste material  which 
were used in  the process of extracting 
the gold were  found to be harmful for 
such  constructive  purposes. The same 
cause prevented  the  planting of vegeta- 
tion on  a satisfactory scale to beautify 
the dumps. Any  attem t to  refine the 
waste  material would R ave been  too 
costly. The armament race, particularly 
the building of atomic  weapons, brought 
about an amazin discovery. The United 
States and  the  Sritish Commonwealth 
were most  anxious to locate new sources 
of uranium  or fissionable material  for 
their atomic  weapons. An  analysis re- 
vealed that  the “waste” dumps  had  a 
high  content of radioactive  ore or ura- 
nium. This provides a  new source of 
wealth  to the already prosperous Union 

of South Africa. It indicates that waste 
is  relative  only  to need and demand. 

lndrcetrial Impact 
The gold-mining industry exports to 

the United States in excess of one hun- 
dred  million dollars in gold bullion an- 
nually.  After comin from the deep 
mines of the Rand, t%e United  States 
of America again  buries  the gold at 
Fort Knox in its  subterranean  treas 
vault.  This provides  South Africa mx 
one of the largest  dollar incomes of any 
British Commonwealth nation. As a 
come uence, a  large portion of this is 
used  ?or the importauon of American 
products, including motor cars. The in- 
terest shown in American goods-cus- 
toms and fashions-has  created a  strong 
bond of  good will between the two na- 
tions. The gold-mining industry of 
South Africa pays  tribute  to  the  enter- 
prise of American  mining  engineers 
who  played  a  prominent part in its 
early development. 

The mines are worked by  native 
labor. The compan  provides for  the 
housing of these worlers.  The recruited 
laborers are  drawn  from native  terri- 
tories inside the Union of South  Africa, 
as “Basutoland,  Swaziland, and  the 
Bechuanaland Protectorate; also from 
border areas, Mozambique and  the 
Rhodesias.” A journey  to  these  living 
quarters  or compounds is an entertain- 
ing, as well as  instructive, ex erience. 
Traveling  along  a well-paved gighway, 
we approached what  at first seemed a 
walled and fenced military reserve. 
Long  low gray buildings  confronted us. 
They were  quite  utilitarian in appear- 
ance, there being no  attempt to or- 
nament  them  or  to conform to  any 
architectural style. After  military  scru- 
tiny our party was interrogated, by  na- 
tive olice, as to our purpose for  enter- 
ing %e  compound. These  native police 
are organized  by the  mining  company 
for  the enforcement or regulations “mu- 
tually established by themselves and 
the civil authorities.” 

The  particular compound visited by 
us was in the  form of a  quadrangle, 
the various  buildings surrounding an 
open area. The structures consisted of 
dormitories for the natives  arranged in 
barracks style. The were  simple, im- 
maculate, and order 9 y. Most of the  na- 
tives or Bantu, as they  are collectively 
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called, are  quite  primitive  and  retain 
many of thew customs and rites. They 
wear  amulets,  indulge in magical rites, 
which, of course, are discouraged, and 
in tribal ceremonies. 

Peering  into the kitchens, we  found 
them  preparing  meals  for their fellow 
workers. The  are prohibited, how- 
ever, from  a J e t  such as  they  are ac- 
customed to in their  tribal homes. Gov- 
ernment inspection insists, as well,  on 
sanitary measures, for the spread of an 
epidemic  among these thousands of na- 
mes  would  jeopardize the welfare of 
the other races m the  nearby cities. In 
addition, we were advised that dieti- 
tians prepare special fwd which is nec- 
essary for them to have in order to 
undergo  the  hard  labor in the wet, the 
cold, and artificial light of the mines. 

The mining companies  engage this 
native  labor for periods up  to  three 
years. The  men live in these com- 
pounds away  from their families. This 

chological  problem which is quite l e t -  
m itself constitutes a social and s - 
cate but  has  apparent1  not caused any 
serious disturbance. d e s e  men  are not 
permitted to live outside the compound. 
This  prevents  a  pouring  into the city 
of thousands of natives with wholly 
primitive desires and  little  restraint as 
measured  by  modern standards. They 
are permitted to visit the community 

eriodically. Being disciplined by po- 
i c e  of their own race removes much of 
the psychological  provocation of resent- 
ment  toward  their  necessary restriction. 
Notwithstandin the precautions, vio- 
lence  occasiona f ly occurs. Thousands 
of men living together away  from 
women and children for several years 
engenders social and psychological prob- 
lems-such problems are not related to 
the  race  but  the  circumstances of their 
life. 

Transportation to and  from  the  na- 
tive territories to the compounds is 
paid  by  the  mining co.mpanies. The 
gay in actual money 1s qmte  small 
If measured  by the scale paid, for ex- 
ample, to American  miners. However, 
it is far more than such natives could 

The acquire elsewhere. Further,  they re- Rosicrucian ceive good  food and  the best of health 
care. They  are b no  means slave 

Digest labor but, admitte dl  y, do provide the 

1954 voir of cheap labor which is profitable 
July mining companies with  a vast reser- 
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to the  industry.  The  native  workers 
accumulate their  ay  until it reaches 
a sizable amount. %his they bring back 
to their homes, principally in the form 
of imported  European  products,  which, 
in turn, have an environmental effect 
upon the  other  members of their tribe. 

Natives Entertalr 
This  was  a  Sunday.  Natives  from 

the different tribal  areas loitered about 
the compound enjoying the blue  sky 
and  brilliant  sunshine as a respite from 
the  de  ths of the  earth where  they 
labor & a .  AS we  assed them,  they 
azed at us curious Y y, as we did at I-. Their  attire was a fascinating 

admixture of Euro  ean  work clothes 
and headpieces a n f  articles of native 
ofigin. Thou  h  the  men  were  from 
hfferent tribaf areas, they  had a com- 
mon dialect in which they cheerfully 
conversed. We entered an amphithea- 
trelike structure,  more like a  small 
sports stadium. An air of expectancy 
prevailed. On  to the stone steplike 
seats of the  structure  surroundin  the 
earthen oval, spectators, mostly ~ u r o -  

eans or whites, were crowding. Every 
8unday  intertribal dances are performed 
by the  native  workers in this compound. 
The un aved  ground of the oval on 
which gese  dancers  were to perform 
was of a  reddish clay. Even  though it 
had  been  moistened, those  who  walked 
across it set u a fine spray of dust  which 
lightly  coatef those  seated nearby. 

Opposite us across the oval, in a sec- 
tion apparently assigned to them, na- 
tive spectators and  workmen at leisure 
were filin in. Those  already seated 
began a ctantin  and a  drumming of 
their feet whichaad  an a  pealing  and 
exciting rhythm. Suddenyy from the 
side into  the  center of the oval or arena 
ran a  native  who  functioned in  the 
manner of a  master of ceremonies. He 
announced that  the  first dance  which 
was to be performed would  be by the 
Nguni group. Some of these dancers 
simulated their native costumes by us- 
ing  scrap  materials  found in  the com- 
pound. Others wore a  clean version of 
their daily work clothes. The dancing 
of this group was characterized  by  a 
stampin action. They likewise  used 
sticks  w%ich were cla  ed together to 
very effectively resem gP e a  musical in- 
strument. It was  very obvious that  the 



dancers  enjoyed this displa of their 
tribal  dance  as  much  as d i l t h e  spec- 
tators. 

The  Zulu group, the second on  the 
extensive  program,  were  the most im- 
pressive. Their correct dress “includes 
the use of skins, particularly  a calf- 
skin apron  and tufts of angora goat 
skin.” The carried sticks and small 
dance sh ied .  The music  was  provided 
by  their  own  number  and consisted of 
singing and clapping. The dance  leader 
began the  dance  by  a  stamping of his 
feet after  preliminary son s. The en- 
thusiasm of the dancers rofiuced a  kind 
of ecstasy. They stare B out across the 
amphitheatre. One  wondered if, in con- 
sciousness, their selves were  not pro- 
jected far beyond the confines of this 
compound and  the dismal de ths of the 
mines. Were  they again, if gut  for  the 
moment,  out once more in the bush, 

erhaps  before the campfire  with  their 
{andas to  their backs and  their families 
swaying and chanting  a response  to 
their  stamping feet? 

An Uonored Viaitor 

As the  time wore on, I was  moved 

rhythm of the music and  the 
to frequent reveries by the primitive 
of dancers’  bodies. Suddenly !!%pi 
formed b the Secretary of the Rosi- 
crucian CKa ter of Johannesburg,  who 
accompanie a us, that I was to be hon- 
ored  upon  this occasion. Performing 
in the  center of the  arena  were  lithe 
tall dancers. They were  attired in their 
tribal costumes of skins draped across 
one  shoulder and falling down  back and 
front to about  knee length. Their  hair 
was plastered down with some greasy 
substance and colored metal bangles 
glistened on  their wrists or snugly 
clung to their  muscular u per  arms. 
One  leaped forth in a  clouaof dust to 
the beat of the  drums. Before him  he 
held  a shield of dried leathery  skin 
stretched taut by thongs  across the 
skeletal framework. To this was  at- 
tached  a  knobkerrie.  This  latter is a 
stick,  one end of which is fashioned 
into  a large knob  about  the size of a 
man’s fist. This is used in ceremonial 
dances but also as a  war club in com- 

bat. In his other hand  he brandished 
an assagai or short spear. He  alter- 
nated in his movements between  a 
crouchlike position bending his head al- 
most to a  point  between his knees and 
then  leaping  suddenly  into  the  air, si- 
multaneously  thrusting his spear  sky- 
ward. This would  be  followed by  a 
series of short steps backward  with the 
shield held before him in a rotective 
manner.  His actions depictel combat, 
the advance  and then  the defensive  re- 
treat, this imitative series comprising 
the elements of the dance.  All move- 
ments  were  accompanied  by  chanting, 
a repetition of three or four  low and 
high  pitched notes in time  with the 

hands  and the drums. 
stampmg of the feet, the  clapping of 

I was requested to enter  the  arena, 
which I did. I stood waiting. The 
dancer  approached. The stamping of 
the feet grew louder. After  each re- 
treat  the dancer  would  advance closer 

him within an 

to accept these; they were  mementos 
of the occasion.  But just  when  should 
I accept  them?  Should I extend my 
hand or should I wait? I decided upon 
the  latter course. The tem o of the 
stamping  now  almost  reache$  frenzied 
heights. I scrutinized the face of the 

oung  man, for he  must be only in 
&s early twenties. His features were 
sharp  and  well defined, his eyes, large 
and clear. Though he was very  dark 
of skin, he  had few of the usual facial 
characteristics of his race. His face 
was, as well, exceptionally intelligent. 
Beads of erspiration ran down his 
forehead; l i s  arms  and legs glistened 
in the hot  sun  where the skin  was  free 
from  the red dust. With  a loud crash, 

like the 
bals in a  symphonic orches- 

tra,  the  c  ap  ing of the sticks and  stamp- 
ing sudden5 ceased. The tribesman 
stood motionless  before me with shield 
and  spear proffered. He was almost 
rigid. That was my cue. I took them 
and bowed as graciously as possible. 
He stood starin at me, scanning my 
face in a friend) way. It was a mo- 
ment  not to be orgotten. 
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W ITHOUT the s y m -  
bols that  man cre- 

ates for   himself ,   he  
would  be  lost. He de- 
pends on symbols in his 
communicating  with 
others and  in his own 
thinking. The  student 
of mysticism, for in- 
stance, soon learns  that 
mystical principles and 
laws  are  expressed 
through symbols. Even 
the mystic’s o w n  psy- 
chic experiences  are 
c o n v e y e d   b y   s u c h  
means. 

Not only the mystic, 
but  each  one of us re- 
sorts to the use of s v m -  

J 
By RUTH PHELPS 

Man begins  symbol- 
izing at  an early age, 
both in his individual 
life, and  in  the life of 
mankind as a whole. 
The child in his draw- 
ings is a  natural s y m -  
bol-maker. He draws a 
picture which  stands for 
a  tree or a  man,  and he 
expects his elders to 
recognize the symbol. 
True,  he himself may 
not recognize the differ- 
ence  between object and 
symbol ,   but   he   s t i l l  
makes  symbols. Primi- 
tive man, too, draws 
pictures to represent 
thinzs: such Dictures are 

Mathematics,  found in  manv co&bies i6 caves and 

specific  sounds. 
All of these things  stand for some- 

thing. That is what  a  symbol is, some- 
thing  which represents another thing, 
being,  idea, etc. The word ball is used 
in place of a  particular object. A cross 
like this X stands for a railroad cross- 
in that  mark is a sign, because it 
ingcates something. But a cross like 
this + represents something; it is, there- 
fore, a symbol. 
[ 248 ] 

on  walls of r&k. 
The process of symbolizing consists 

of creating  a thing which will stand 
for a being, an object, or an idea. If 
you  have  a ball and  want  to commu- 
nicate that  fact to someone, you  must 
have either a  word or  a  picture to put 
in place of the ball, so you  create  the 
word ball, or draw  a symbolic  circle. You 
start  with  the  actual ball, conceive what 
it is you  want, and create the word or 
picture to fill the need. In  doing this, 
you  have done the same  thing  the  artist 
does when  he  aints  a  landscape.  He 
sees the  actual yandscape,  conceives his 
own idea of it, and puts it on  canvas or 
paper. It is exactly the same process- 
the  use of the imagination,  a creative 
function of the mind.  Therefore, s y m -  
bolizing  is not  a  separate  mental  func- 
tion, but  a  particular  way in which 
we  use the imagination. It is the crea- 
tive phase of the  mind at work. 

Personal or UnLuersal 
There  are symbols which are com- 

mon  to peo le, such as language,  num- 
bers, and &e religious symbols. There 
are also  those which are personal; that 
is, they have  a special meaning for the 



individual  who  created  them. A person 
of my acquaintance, for example, may 
become to me  the symbol of a dom- 
neering person. A child's red jacket 
may  later become, to its owner,  a  sym- 
bol of beautiful clothes.  But that symbol 
has  meanin  only  for that person. It 
may be exjained to others, but it is 
primarily personal. 

A writer may use anything  he wishes 
in order to indicate a ball, but if he 
desires to communicate  with others, 
the symbol must be  one a eed upon 
mutually, or at least one g a t  is 
sible of understanding by others. 
is so ersonal that it 1s not  understand- 
able !y enough eople, then it is too 
obscure to be useful to anyone  but the 
individual himself. However, it may 
become understood  b future genera- 
tions, although  a symiol  that becomes 
more  meaningful as  time goes on is, as 
a rule, understood by some at  its  time 

versial. A symbol w&ch is not  under- 
of creation, and ma become contro- 

standable is neither  useful  nor artistic. 
The artistic value of a work is based 
in part on  how many people understand 
its symbolism. That is why  the "test 
of tune" is important-to allow for 
growth of understanding  which may 
affect appreciation. 

Tkree Classitications 
There  are  many different kinds of 

SK",, dependin  on  whether they come 
bols, and  many ways of classifying 

to us through  &e objective or the sub- 
jective consciousness, or the Cosmic. 
Objective  symbols are those which orig- 
inate  from  the things we perceive 
through the senses-what  we  see, touch, 
hear, and so on, even the circle repre- 
senting  a ball. Symbols for natural phe- 
nomena are objective  symbols. A jagged 
line is used to mean lightning; It is 
classified  as ob'ective because lightning 
is a natural p h enomenon observed by 
our senses. It may arouse emotions or 
thoughts  which are subjective, but  the 
symbol  itself is still an objective  one. 

Subjective s bols are those which 
originate in t K" e inner bein in  the 
subjective phase of the min%. Those 
which are psychological are derived 
from the emotions or the mind itself; 
they are, therefore, subjective. The 
use of the skull, either  human or ani- 
mal, is usually psychological, represent- 

ing  the feelings and thoughts we have 
about death. It is, therefore, subjective; 
primarily, it o n  'nates in the emotions 
and  the mind. x e  character of Oedipus 
has become a psychological  symbol, and 
it, too, is  a subjective one,  because it 
stands for the  mental  and emotional 
make-up of a  particular  type of person. 
Allegoncal  characters in 
drama  are subjective symbo YW s, for the 
are used  to mean an inner, s irituac 
and often  a  moral  attribute. T i e  Red- 
cross Knight in Spenser's Faerie Queene 
stands  for holiness; and  Una, truth. 
Each of the characters is a symbol for 
a moral or an inner charactenstic. Dra- 
matic masks si   nify  emotions,  and 
therefore are  sutjecbve symbols. 

Cosmic  symbols are those which ori  - 
inate in the Cosmic or Divine Mint 
and become known to  man  through 
meditation. They have  a special meta- 
physical  meanin . Such are mystical 
symbols. Fire, for example, may be 
used to  stand  for  mutation or change, 
especially spiritual  change. The tri- 
angle  represents perfection; and  the 
cross the sufferings of man.  These are 
mystical and therefore Cosmic  symbols, 
realized through  attunement  with  the 
Cosmic, and having  a deep metaphysi- 
cal meaning. 

Jesus  became  one with God in the 
mystical sense, and in doin this  he 
became a symbol of God to ogers,  and 
also to himself and to the Cosmic Mind. 
This  is  one of the most profound of 

bols, and one which led 
many to ink of Jesus as God. The 
universe  is a manifestation of Divine 
Mind, but it is also a symbol of Divine 
Mind, or of  God. Man  may be  con- 
sidered as a symbol of  God's becoming 
conscious of Self. These  are Cosmic 
symbols, the  true meaning of which 
must be learned  through  meditation 
and  attunement. 

Some  symbols ma be  called com- 
plex; they  are a  comGnation of two or 
even  more of the  kinds  explained above. 
Language  contains symbols for the ob- 
jective thin s, the subjective, and  the 
Cosmic. Bafi is an objective, goodness 
a subjective, and God a Cosmic  symbol. 
Language, as a whole, is therefore a 
complex  symbol. Numbers are used 
objective1 to signify actual quantity. 
Three ba&, for instance, indicates three 
balls as such. The three may also stand 
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for the idea of perfection, and  thereby 
become a Cosmic  symbol. It carries a 
metaphysical meanme Religious sym- 
bols are a  combinabon of subjective 
and Cosmic  symbols and  are therefore 
complex. 

Active and Passive 
In  their relationship, a s bo1 is the 

active element, while the o G t  or idea 
for which it stands is the passive. They 
are, in the mind of their creator, in the 
position of opposites. To the creator, 
or user of the symbol, it is the word ball 
which  is the active or pole, 
since it was created in e mind. In 
relation to it, the actual ball is the pas- 
sive element. According to  the  law of 
opposites,  symbol and symbolized are 
related to one  another in the following 
way: 

On the objectiveealane, the symbol 
and  the symboliz are  contrary  to 
each  other  simply because they com- 
plete one another. The object and  its 
representation are op sites. In using 
the circle to mean  a b a r  each completes 
the  other-one being  active, the other 
passive. The objective  symbol, the cir- 
cle, and  the  thing symbolized, the ball, 
are opposites and complements. 

On the subjective lane,  the  symbol 
is  the absence of wiat  it represents. 
The  thing or idea does not exist except 
within  the symbol which  stands for it. 
Subjectively, the s bo1 becomes mani- 
fest. It has lost which it symbol- 
izes. The active loses the assive, and 
only the active element of t K e opposites 
remains in  the subjective. 

The dramatic mask  loses the emo- 
tion it represents, and  the symbol-the 
mask-becomes a thing-in-itself. What 
man creates serves as a substitute for 
the original idea. The  all orical char- 
acter, a subjective symb3, loses the 
moral  traits It signifies. The  character 
supplants and becomes the  moral traits. 
So too, the religious  symbol, being sub- 
jective,  loses the  thing  or idea for which 
it stands. 
This substitution of the created sym- 

bol for what it re resents often leads 
The to a  misunderstangng of the symbol. ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  In  the early development of the sym- 

bolism of the  Chnstian  church,  the 
DigeJt meaning behind the symbolism of the 

1954 ply because it is a subjective symbol 
W Y  objective bread  and  wine  was lost, sim- 
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which  has become in  the mind  a  mani- 
festation in itself. We for et  that  the 
bread  and the wine stanf  for some- 
thing else, and  they become instead an 
actual thing. This, of course, is  a mis- 
taken  interpretation of the symbolism, 
because  we have forgotten that, in the 
subjective symbol, the things originally 
meant  are lost. 

This is not so t rue of language, be- 
cause  language is a complex  symbol, 

arate so distinctly the objective and & and not  a  simple one. We do not se 

subjective phase of the complex sym- 
bol, and therefore the have  a greater 
tendency to remain  wzat  they  are.  The 
subjective mentality  from  its  viewpoint 
recognizes onl the active, except for 
the passive eLments  which  are 
there  by  the objective mind  and Xt 

Tke Abrrolute 
Cosmically, the object and symbol 

are one. Man, in his rocess of analy- 
sis, tends to separate ge different parts 
of a Cosmic s bo1 so as to understand 
them. Actualr they  are  one unit. One 
should  not think of a Cosmic  symbol 
as being dual, or op  osite to the  thing 
separated. Yet we 8, this in order to 
comprehend it. In discussing the e l e  
ments  which  make up a Cosmc symbol, 
then, we must keep in mind  that  the 
active and passive elements are o m  
Cosmicall even  though they  are two 
subjective$ or objectively. 

The peculiar  power of the Cosmic 
symbol 1s its  unity with the  thing rep- 
resented. Yet it has  within itself other 

0 Professors are  mystified! 
Silversmiths of 2500 years ago 

electroplated silver designs on  their 
pottery. 

(see page 258) 

0 The pursuit of good 
Love is the most sou ht for and 

the most misinterpretef  emotional 
characteristic. What happens  when 
we modify  or lessen certain of our 
ideals? 

(see page 253) 



elements. Objectively the  trian  le in- 
dicates a  particular figure, an! sub- 
jectively It represents the idea of 

and balance.  Cosmically, it is 
e  sym 01 of perfection and of the 

law of the triangle. Every Cosmic 
symbol has  within itself the objective 
and subjective ones on  which it  is 
based. 

The Cosmic  symbol  also contains, as 
one,  both the active and passive  ele- 
ments of each  pair of o posites; that 
is, the  symbol  and the  oiject or idea 
are one. We said earlier that, in the 
mind of the creator or user, the symbol 
is the active element,  and the  thing 
represented, the passive. For  example, 
Jesus the Christ may be considered the 

bo1  of God.  On the objective  level, 
E s ,  being the active element because 
he is the symbol,  is the op  osite of 
God.  God, the idea representet will be, 
relative to the symbol of Jesus, the pas- 
sive element. Subjectively, Jesus the 
Christ is  manifesting as God,  because 
the symbol, as the active pole, is  all 
that exists in  the subjective.  Cosmical- 
ly,  Jesus  and God are one,  because the 
object and its representation are one in 
the Cosmic Mind. Yet,  Jesus is not 
God in  the commonly  accepted  sense, 
because he stands in the relationship 
of an o posite. 

We  gave  thus  a plied the  law of 
opposites to the rePation of two ele- 
ments. To  man,  the  thing  and  its SF- 
bo1 are in the relationship of o pontes, 
the symbol being  the active, i e  sym- 
bolized the passive. These two act and 
may be  understood  according  to the  law 
of opposites. 

Cosmic  symbols,  which man  learns 
through  meditation  and Cosmic Con- 
sciousness, are absolute in nature.  Those 

r m e t y  

which man creates are relative to  man 
himself,  to the  culture of his time. All 
objective  symbols are relative, and  the 
major part of all subjective ones is 
relative, although  there may be an ele- 
ment of the absolute  derived  from the 
Cosmic  symbols. 

We  think  and create by  using sym- 
bols which are products of the creative 
power of mind, zma ination. They  may, 
after  being  created % y  the  imagination, 
become the  raw material, so to speak, 
for either  imagination or reason. Lan- 
gua  e, which in itself is a com lex 
sym%ol,  becomes the  raw materia P or 
the tool out of which poetry, stories, 
and essays are created. It may be  used 
by reason in arriving at  the solution 
of a problem. Many  art forms  use sym- 
bols other  than  Ian age. A painting 
may include psycho Y ogical or religious 
symbols,  objective and subjective ones, 
and for that  matter, Cosmic  symbols. 

Numbers may be used by o w  reason- 
ing  faculty for the solution of math- 
ematical problems, or as mystical 
symbols. A mystical symbol, represent- 
ing a principle, such as three and the 
law of the triangle, may be  used in 
solving a  problem, or it ma be  used by 
imagination to express i n h d u a l  un- 
derstanding  and the conception of law 
in an  art form. 

Man creates his s r b o l s  by imagina- 
tion. He must un erstand  their crea- 
tion and use, and  their classification 
into  three  groups-objective, subjective, 
and Cosmic. He must  understand 
which are relative and  which are abso- 
lute  and  why.  For  no  matter  what  he 
is, man uses symbols constantly, from 
the word ball to  the s bo1  of Jesus, 
and  the  symbol of the E y  Cross. 

V A V  

I FOR AMORC MEMBERS 
As a member of the Grand  Lodge  of AMORC, you  are urged to  obtain a copy of 

the booklet, Constitution and Statutes of the Grand Lodge. You owe it to yourself to 
know, and  to  be  able to intelligently discuss, your privileges and rights of membership. 
The booklet is of a size convenient for carrying around.  Order it from the Rosicrucian 
Supply Bureau-25  cents,  postage  prepaid. 
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I MMORTALITY is not  alone confined to  the  afterlife. The soul- 
personality  need not be the only  element of the  human which 

survives death. Man's deeds and thoughts may likewise immortal- 
ize him.  Often men  have gained greater  prominence  after  transi- 
tion than  they experienced during  their  lifetime. The bard, 
Shakespeare, is an example of one of these. Men  may leave be- 
hind  them  the  fruits of their toil and  the breadth of their vision 
as  a  heritage for mankind.  When  the  minds and consciousness 
of humanity expand sufficiently to comprehend the value of such 
a heritage, then  these persons are immortalized. They live forever, 
not in the flesh, not even in the spirit in this world but in  the 
consciousness of thousands who admire  their  intellect,  character 
and achievements. Man  can  thus project his  personality  through 
the centuries by  the long shadows cast by  the  stature of his  moral 
and intellectual selves. 

The passing of years  has thus immortalized the personality of 
the  late  Imperator of  AMORC, Dr. H. Spencer  Lewis. With  the 
growth of the Rosicrucian  Order  (AMORC), with  more persons 
in every  land becoming familiar  with  its  history  and teachings, 
the  name of Dr. Lewis, his personality, has become  immortalized. 
The reality of what  he taught,  his concise presentation of the age- 
old  Rosicrucian  teachings, has engendered admiration  for his 
efforts. He lives on in the minds and consciousness of more  per- 
sons  today as  a  vital being than when  he labored here in  the 
physical. True  immortality is not  merely  the  perpetuation of a 
name. It is the dynamic  influence of the personality. The im- 
mortal being, to be such, must be as  great  a  motivating  factor 
after  his  transition as before. This being so, then certainly, as 
Rosicrucians and  many thousands of other persons  who continue 
to read his books and articles know, Dr. Lewis is immortalized. 

The transition of Dr. H. Spencer  Lewis  occurred  on Wednesday, 
August 2, 1939. The ashes of his earthly remains  were  interred 
in the Amenhotep Shrine in Rosicrucian Park beneath  a  triangle, 
in accordance with his wishes. It has been traditional since his 
Great Initiation to  have  a memorial service in this  Shrine on each 
August 2 at  an hour corresponding to the moment of his transi- 
tion. This  year  again  a brief ceremony  will be held at 4: 15 P.M. 
PACIFIC DAYLIGHT TIME, on  Monday, August 2. Officers and 
friends will assemble for  a  moment of silent  tribute at  that  hour, 
All  Rosicrucians everywhere are asked  to share in this  meditation 
if it is at all possible for  them, at  an  hour for  their location which 
corresponds  to the above-mentioned time. 



Loye and Realization 
By DR. H. SPENCER LEWIS, F. R. C. 

(From the American Rosae Crucis, October 1916) ._. 
Since thousands of readers of the Rosicrucian Digest have not read many of the earlier 

articles of our late Imperator, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, we adopted the editorial policy of 
publishing each month one of his outstanding articles, so that his thoughts would continue 
to reside within the pages of this publication. 

OVE has been  given many 
interpretations, and   i t s  
treatment in philoso hies 
has been so wide an: ab- 
stract  that,  after all our 
analysis, we  still do not 
thoroughly understand it. 

Buddhism  considers 
love as one of the Viharas 

or sublime conditions, the  others being 

In the hnsban octrine we find love 
interpreted  as  one of the  central notions 
upon  which good conduct  depends, the 
other notion  being faith. On  love de- 
pends the “fulfilling of the law,” and 
the sole moral  value of Christian duty- 
that is, on love to God, in the  first place, 
and second,  love to  all  mankind. 

In Cartesianism we find a more  con- 
crete definition-one which in clearness 
nearly approaches the Rosicrucian defi- 
nition. The craving  for good in general, 
says the doctrine of Cartesianism, for 
an absolute satisfaction, is a natural 
love of  God that is  common to  all. Out 
of this love of  God arises the love we 
have  for ourselves and for others, which 
are  the  natural inclinations that belong 
to all created s irits.  For these inclina- 
tions are  but  t R e elements of the love 
which is in God, and which He,  there- 
fore, inspires in  all His creatures. In 
this  way do the doctrines of Descartes, 
Malebranche,  and Spinoza  reveal  love. 

so=ow, j? and . . e \ uanimity. 

Rosicrucianism has, however, a very 
concrete and concise definition for love: 
“Love is the conscious realization of 
ideality.” 

Let us anal  e  this  statement. We 
find, first of a r t h a t  love is a conscious 
realization. Love has been crudely, yet 
correctly, termed an  emotion. It is an 
emotion  because it is sensed, realized; 
it is an emotion in  the physiological 
sense  because it stimulates  certain  nerve 
centers and produces certain physiologi- 
cal conditions as well as psychological 
ones. 

In the process of mental realization 
to physiological actuality,  we  have in- 
volved the difference, essentially, be- 
tween reality  and  actuality.  Thus, in 
some  cases,  love may be a conscious 
realization without resulting in  an ac- 
tual stimulus. We know  we love; love 
itself naturally  presup oses a  realiza- 
tion of something; wi J: out  its  realiza- 
tion it is  not  possible. To love requires 
appreciation of its realization-but real- 
ization of what? 

Ph siologically the  only condition, 
actua T ly, that is made conscious, is in a 
degree  proportionate to  the degree of 
the  realization of the element  making 
for love. Thus love is capable of de- 
grees of intensity,  depth, and expres- 
sion. When  the conscious realization of 
love is extreme, full, satisfying, it pro- 
duces the  maximum of stimulation on 
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the  nerve centers just as do joy, sorrow, 
fright,  anger,  and  other elements of 
emotions; an effect of exhilaration, ex- 
citement  and  rising spirit, is felt  and ex- 
perienced.  Love  produces a calmness, 
peace, quieting of the nerves, an attune- 
ment  with  harmon  which  is not re- 
sultant  from any o t l  er emotion. 

So, Rosicrucianism says that love is 
a conscious realization of-ideality! 

There is the keynote-ideality. In 
that word we see what  the doctrine of 
Cartesianism means  when it sa s that 
love is  a  craving  for good, for a1solute 
satisfaction. 

Each of us has  certain ideals which 
may lie  dormant in  our subconscious- 
ness. These ideals, standards, absolutely 
perfect models, may be of our own mak- 
ing, constructed through  study,  analy- 
sis,  experience and divine  inspiration, 
during weeks, months,  years,  or even 
incarnations. Consciously or  uncon- 
sciously we may add to, remould, 
fect, and  make more wonderful tE::i 
ideals which  we believe are infinite, 
supreme. 

The ideals we have  may also pertain 
to an infinite  number of things, condi- 
tions, experiences,  sounds, sights, sen- 
sations, etc. In  music our conscious or 
unconscious ideal may be a  certain 
group  or chord of notes, a bar or two, a 
passage, or  a complete aria.  In  art  our 
ideal may be a combination of colors 
or  a color in  its various tones, or certain 
lines and curves in juxtaposition. In  
character  our ideal may be  one which 
has  certain features, habits  or  manner- 
isms, and qualities well developed while 
others are curtailed  or  absent. In beau- 
ty of face and figure, our ideal may 
have  certain  features, color of com- 
plexion, eyes and  hair,  certain height, 
weight, grace, etc. 

It is when  we come in contact with, 
or become  conscious  of, one of our  ideals 
that we  have  the  realization of it. This 
realization arouses or  stimulates the 
emotion we call love; that emotion is 
directed toward the ideal and we say 
we love it. 

The The love of a man for  a  woman is ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ , ,  due  to  his conscious realization of cer- 
tain ideals in or about her, and he loves 

DigeSt her not  for herself but  for those  things 
W Y  in or about her which  he loves. His 
1954 desire to possess her is due to his desire 
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to possess, to hold constantly within his 
grasp, the  realization, the embodiment, 
of his ideals. The growth of the love  of 
a man  for  a  woman likewise  depends 
upon the continued  or the  new realiza- 
tion of certain ideals or  the discovery of 
new ideals in or about  her.  Inversely 
the lessening of love  between man  and 
woman is in proportion as  certain ideals, 
once present, are eliminated  or modified, 

In  the  same  manner does woman love 
man  and do parents love children and 
children love parents. Also in the same 
manner-by suddenly or gradually be- 
coming  conscious of a  realization of our 
ideals in a thin or of a thing-do we 
love certain kin% of music, art,  litera- 
ture, food,  comforts, etc. 

Then,  there is our love of  God and 
love for  mankind, and greatest of all, 
the love of God for us. 

“In the beginning was the Word, and 
the  Word was with God, and  the  Word 
was  God.” 

In  the contemplation of the creation 
of the world we conclude that,  first God 
conceived all creation as an  ideality 
and,  having conceived an ideal creation, 
God  spoke the word-the  command-in 
his consciousness; and  the world  we 
know, as part of creation, was formed. 

In the conception of an  ideal creation 
there  must  be  a  harmonious blendin , 
uniform association, and mathematicay- 
ly correct unity of many ideals. Each 
of those ideals was  based u on elements 
which God would  love wlen realized, 
and  when  the  creation  was completed it 
embodied, in a  unit,  all  the ideals from 
the greatest to  the smallest; and  it was, 
therefore, essentially conceived of love, 
for in love  did  God create the world and 
with love (that is, with  a conscious real- 
ization of the  ideal) did  God  behold all 
creation from  every polarized cell in 
the seas to the  human body made in 
His likeness (that is, made in  the like- 
ness of the  ideal of  God‘s consciousness, 
the ideal  which God  loved most). 

Thus was man  and  all creation con- 
ceived in  and of love, and God expressed 
in all  created  things H i s  love. 

Love  most naturally precedes all crea- 
tion, when  such creation is the embodi- 
ment of ideals. This is so because  love 
of an ideal leads either to seeking for 
and realizing that ideal, or  to the crea- 
tion of an embodiment of that ideal. 



Thus  an  artist is “inspired” to paint 
and place on  canvas a beautiful  picture. 
It is conceived in love  for it constitutes 
an  expression of the ideals he loves, and 
when completed  is an embodiment of 
those ideals and is therefore a result of 
love. 

The same a  plies to music, to  handi- 
work, to all %at is good. The writer 
who, under an impulse  or  stimulus 
which he calls inspiration, writes  down 
a beautiful  sentiment  or a  noble thought 
does so because he suddenly becomes 
conscious of a mental  realization in  
words of an ideal  tho ht in his mind 
or subconsciousness an ? he quickly ex- 
presses on  paper  the embodiment of the 
words thus realized. 

“Inspiration,”  so-called, can  be  at- 
tributed in every case to a mental  stim- 
ulus resultin from  a  conscious realiza- 
tion of an ifieal.  Since all ideals find 
their origin in the original ideals of 
God’s love,  “inspiration” is itself an ex- 
pression of  God‘s  love. 

Thus, philosophically, one may  say 
that love is  the great incentive, the 
great power, the greatest inspirational 

in  the world; and since love 
must  ave ideals for its elements of ex- 
pression, love is essentially good. In 
this way one may hilosophize: Love is 
Good,  Good is Go8 God  is  Love,  Love 
is God; or-God is Love;  God is the 
Source of all Good, and therefore, Love 
is the source of all goodness, the greatest 
power in  all  the world. 

We find this well  expressed in the 
fourth  chapter of I John: “Beloved, let 
us love one  another; for love is of God; 
and everyone that loveth is born of God, 
and knoweth  God. He  that loveth not 
knoweth not God; for God is love. If 
we love  one another, God dwelleth in 
us, and his love is perfected in us. We 
love  God,  because He  fiist loved us. If 
a man say, I love God, and  hateth  his 
brother, he is a liar;  for  he  that loveth 
not  his  brother whom he  hath seen 
[consciously realized], how can he love 
God  whom he  hath not  seen? And  this 
commandment have  we from him, That 
he who  loveth God love his  brother 
also.” 

And-that  commandment and  the 
preceding ex lanation is the  law u on 
which  the Orier Rosae  Crucis is foun8ed. 

enerTl 

THE SWALLOW 
By Esw WAHLIN, M.A., F.R.C. 

Librarian, Rosicrucian Research  Library 
IN the  Egyptian Mysteries the swallow 

was a Messenger of Hope. Not only was it 
a recursor of spring, but of a  new life as 
w&. Its  homing instinct, which causes it 
to return to  its old nest at a definite time 
each year, gave rise to  its use as a winged 
messenger, as well as a symbol of reincar- 
nation. In the Book of the Dead, there is a 
statement that  the soul “transforms itself in- 

When Isis set out to search for Osiris, she 
to a swallow regularly and continually.” 

also transformed herself into  a swallow. 
Many legends and superstitions have 

sprung  up about the inner sense of t he  
swallow. Pliny relates that these birds did 
not enter Thebes because it had been so 
often captured, nor did they go  close to 
Bizye in Thrace because of the crimes 
committed there by Tereus. 

sacred. The Bible beautifully states “Yea, 
The swallow is everywhere regarded as 

the sparrow hath found an house, and  the 
swallow a nest for herself, where she may 
lay  her young, euen thine  altars, 0 Lord of 
hosts, my King and my God.” 

ries dire consequences. In Tuscany it is said, 
TO kill or rob a swallow of its nest car- 

that “when you hear or see  the  first swal- 
low,  go, without speaking, to the first well 
or  fountain, and there wash your eyes and 
pray God that  that  year  they  may not be 
dimmed, and so the swal lys  will  carry 
away  all trouble from them.  There is also 
an old Pennsylvania German proverb which 

ing where swallows have built their nests.” 
states: “Lightning will never strike a build- 

The Rosicrucian Research Library con- 
tains books relating legends about birds. 
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most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the 
The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting place for all  minds of the 

Rosicrucian fraternity. It is the focal point of Cosmic radiations and thought 
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and  inner 
awakening,. Various periods of the  day are set aside when  many thousands 
of minds are  attuned  with  the Cathedral of the Soul, and  others  attuning  with 
the Cathedral at  the  time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who 
are not members of the organization may  share in the  unusual benefits as well 
as those who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for various contacts with  the Cathedral. Copies will be sent  to persons who 
are  not members if they address their requests for this book to Scribe S. P. C., 

stamps. (Please state  whether member or not-this is Important.) 
care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage 

PENALTY OF ERROR 
By CECIL A. POOLE, Supreme Secretary 

HE Law of Compensation, ever this su reme dictator decided was 
being an a plication of the roper  &ing  for man. 
the  Law OF Cause and Tgere is, however, a difference be- 
Effect,  seems to rescribe tween the  Law of Compensation in its 
a  penalty for a P 1  error. operation and  the laws  which are de- 
It is obvious that  all of creed by  a  human dictator. The func- 
us will err from  time  to tion of a natural  law is universal, not 
time. Human behavior the product of a selfish human desire. 
cannot  always be  positive All nature complies with the established 

or right. As a  result of such action, laws that  are  innate  in  their function 
certain penalties will be a part of our and just in their application. The Law 
experience; in other words, for an error, of Compensation is an expression of the 
certain  unpleasant experience will be individual. We  err  and we pay for that 
our future lot,  This  manifestation of a error,  or  we commit other acts that have 
law might seem upon rather casual  ex- their opposite effect. The effect comes 

The amination to be the expression of a about  as  a  result of what we do, and if 
ruthless intelligence. For this reason, we  make  a mistake, we bear the  penalty 

Rosicrucian man  at times has  thought that  the Su- of that mistake. If we  act correctly, 
preme Intelligence was a  dictator who we  enjoy  the benefit or  the harvest of 

1954 
simply rovided punishment for the  in-  our behavior. 
dividuarwho did not comply with what- To compensate for errors seems to be 
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the  only  means by  which men are able 
to learn. It is through the  adjustment 
we make  to the situation about us after 
an error  has been  committed that we 
may be able  to  intelligently discern a 
lesson that was not  previously realized. 
In our study of learning we have ob- 
served that animals and  human beings 
learn  by being  penalized for doing 
things  wrong1 and rewarded  for do- 
ing  things rigitly.  his is an applica- 
tion of a  fundamental  law of nature 
that makes it possible for intelligence 
to thrive  and knowledge to be attained. 

There  is  no injustice in the  law of 
compensation but  certain  inevitable 
facts must be realized by  intelligent 
beings. Whether we like it  or not, fire 
is hot, and  the  learning process result- 
ing  from  havin  our finger in  the fire 
may be  painfu? but it teaches us to 
res ect the energy that exists in fire 
so &at  we  are able to  apply intelligence 
to the  handling of fire and  thus  utilize 
it. By harnessing the  heat  or  the  ener- 
gy of fire we are able  to  make our 
homes  comfortable and to benefit by 
the  many advantages that  fire provides. 
If we  could not  direct  our intelligence, 
experience  would have  no value. 

Probably one of the heaviest pay- 
ments  we  make for error is the effect 
upon our own ego. There  is  the personal 
enalty of wrong judgment, articular- ! if it concerns another in I 'vidual  or 

J e  wrong  estimate of some situation. 
The one  who  makes  such  mistake feels 
somewhat  embarrassed by  the f ia l i ty  
of the realization that his judgment in 
experience turned  out to be erroneous. 
Our reaction to such situation is one of 
both regret  and dissatisfaction. We 
blame ourselves, we  blame the  circum- 
stances about us, and  naturally we at- 
tempt  to blame  someone else-in order 
to place that blame outside ourselves. 
But errors of judgment are  usually 

V 

caused by our inability  to  grasp  the 
significance of the whole situation in 
which we  are involved. We had placed 
our confidence in a  certain  thing  or  a 
certain  individual  or his act, but  later 
found that  the results did not  measure 
up  to  the expectation  used as a basis 
for our judgment.  Therefore, our  judg- 
ment  was wrong, and  the  penalty for 
the  error is the experience within  our 
own consciousness which we would 
prefer  to  have avoided. 

However, errors themselves are not 
as significant as the results that come 
to our own experience. All men have 
erred; each of us has  made  errors and 
will  make  them  again. The question 
should not be as to how much  we  suf- 
fer  mentally  or physically as a  result 
of the error,  but how we can  add  to 
our  character because of the experience 
-both in our having committed the 
error  and in the forthcoming results 
because it proved to be such. 

In summarizing the concept of penal- 
ty,  we  will concede that whereas the 
penalty of error may be pain, the re- 
ward  may be  knowledge. There is the 
example of the justice of the  Law of 
Compensation: it functions  without 
favor and its results are rewards  as well 
as penalties. Knowledge, therefore, is 
the result of experiencing the  penalty 
of error,  the  paying for  a mistake. 
Knowledge is not  a  great  reward in it- 
self; it is the  key  by which ex  erience 
can be made  hfferent,  towar1 which 
man  can direct that ability of himself 
which raises him above the level of 
other  living  things. It is a  channel to- 
ward  the  growth of the mind. With 
mental  growth the  spiritual attributes 
may be accentuated  to  bring  men closer 
to God and to  the  laws  which  include 
the  Law of Compensation and  all other 
manifestations of the Infinite. 

A V  

FREEDOM OF RELIGION 
Every  man, conducting  himself as  a good citizen, and being  accountable to 

God alone  for his religious opinions, ought to be  protected in worshiping the 
Deity according  to the dictates of his own COnSCienCe."GEORGE WASHINGTON 
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Electroplating  in 500 B. C .  
By LYMAN B. JACKES 

(Reprinted from Electrical News and Engineering-Jan. 15,  1954) 

URING the First  World of electroplating establishment in  the 
War the  author  was an  Orient. But the excavations at  Ur turned 
officer with the British up  many specimens of this  Sabbean art 
forces in  Meso  otamia that dates  over four  centuries. The idea 
and was among tYl ose who that those  old  Sabbeans electroplated 
were deeply interested in their silver designs on  the  pottery  twen- 
the archeological ruins of ty-five hundred  years ago  sounded 
that land. He was a  mem- rather fantastic. However, the silver 
ber of the original party ornamentation on this  ancient work  was 

that discovered Ur, of the Chaldees, and  much too thin to  have been beaten  and 
this discovery was of sufficient impor- the question  arose as to how they got 
tance  that,  after hostilities, the  Bntish  the silver on  the base. 
Museum  and  the University of Penn-  The University of Pennsylvania  have 
sylvania joined forces to make extensive  been  doing  extensive  digging  some thir- 
excavations there. The work is still go- ty miles to the south of  Ba hdad, at a 
ing  on  and  has disclosed man secrets place known as Ctesiphon. was  quite 
of a  culture  that existed and x ourished evident that  during  the last decline of 
more than six thousand  years ago. the  city of Babylon many of the artisans 

The University of Pennsylvama  were of that lace migrated across the few 
not  content  to  center researches on Ur miles oPcountry  from  the Euphrates 
and spread  out further afield in  an ef- to the Tigris and set up shop in what 
fort  to find the answer to many of the was then  the  new  industrial city. The 
questions and problems that arose dm- r u i n s  there  are  very extensive. 
ing  the rocess of the  main excavations. The excavators  came  across the re- 
One of %, problems had  to do with  the  mains of what is thought  to be the 
manufacture of ancient jewelry. There workshop of a  group of these ancient 
is  a  tribe of Orientals, mentioned in  the Sabbean silversmiths. They came  across 
Old Testament, and known as the Sab- galley pots with rods of gra  hite  and 
beans, who are still active in their  small what looked like decayed ro8, of zinc. 
numbers  and specialize in the  manufac- There were copper  rods extending and 
ture of silverware. When I returned in the pots were the crystallized re- 
from service I showed. a few  examples mains of an ammonia  salt. They re- 
of their work to one or two of the ex- constructed  these ancient batteries and 
ecutives of Henry Birks, in Montreal  with  a  layer of graphite on a  bit of 

The and Toronto, and  they admitted that baked clay  they  were  able  to electro- 
outside of electroplating, they could not plate silver on  the  clay in  the  manner 

Rosicrucian see how  the Sabbeans were  getting such of a  perfect re etition of the work of 
Digest thin deposits of silver on  glazed china-  these  ancient SiPversmiths. 

1954 is not  unusual, today there is no  dearth Old Testament  scriptures offer a clue, 
July ware  and other surfaces. That in itself Where did they get the  graphite? 
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as man references are made to the 
Land OT Ophir,  and  modem Biblical 
students  a ee that Ophir  is the ancient 
name of F eylon. Until  the discovery 
of electro furnace  a  hite  b Acheson, 
at Niagara Falls, Eyron hadTan almost 

ite. m e r e   & i t h e y  get %e knowdge 
world  monopol on the ex ort of gra h- 

about zinc and  ammonia chloride? The 
only clue is that in the  early  days of 
the Christian  era Baghdad  was arising 
and one of the  great seats of learning 
of the Orient  sprang up there. This was 
the University of Baghdad and it was 
probably  the first educational  institu- 

V 

tion in  the world to have  a  department 
of chemistry. Of course  they  were Al- 
chemists but in their  early searches for 
the philosopher’s stone they  made  three 
great and  fundamental  chemical discov- 
eries. Those  early professors at Bagh- 
dad University discovered the  way to 
make  ammonia,  nitric acid and  sulphur- 
ic  acid. The possibilities that  they had 
batteries and were  doing electroplating 
when the Roman Empire  had risen to 
world  power and St. Paul was making 
his great missionary  journeys is a sur- 
prising possibility. 

A V  

ROSICRUCIAN RALLIES SCHEDULED 
Members in the vicinity of the following cities are cordially invited to attend  the 

Rosimcian  rallies scheduled as follows: 

OHIO, Youngstown: A rally sponsored by the Youngstown Chapter of AMORC 
will be held at 301 E.  Wood  St., Youngstown, on Saturday 
and Sunday, September 4 and 5. The  Rally  Chairman is 
Mr. Gerard Angelot, 145 E. Philadelphia Ave.,  Youngstown. 

ONTARIO, Toronto: The  Third Eastern Canadian Rally will be held at  Chiro- 
practic Hall, 252 Bloor Street W., Toronto, on Saturday  and 
Sunday, October 23 and W. For further information write 
to: The  Rally Chairman, Toronto Lodge of AMORC, 
Toronto. 

MARYLAND, Baltimore: The  John O’Donnell  Lodge of Baltimore will sponsor its 
Eighth  Annual Rally on Saturday and Sunday, September 
11 and 12. For further information contact: Josephine 
Warnken, Rally Secretary, 301 W. Redwood  St., Baltimore 
I, Maryland. 

THE “THEATER OF THE SKY” 
The Rosicrucian Planetarium brings the universe within  your reach, so that  you can 

understand and appreciate its wonders. The instructive and  entertaining presentations 
are given each Wednesday and Sunday at 2:OO and 3:30 p.m., lasting  for one hour. The 
program is completely changed each month. 

CURRENT MONTHLY TOPICS 

AUGUST- “Lighthouses in the Sky.“ (Autumn stars and constellations.) 
SEPTEMBER-“Our Daystar-the Sun.” (Source of light  and energy.) 
WT0,BER- “Exploring the U h o w n . ”  (How the  Palomar telescope will serve.) 

Get acquainted with  the  stars of the night. Visit the  Theater of the  Sky and enjoy 
the  treat  that is in store for you. 
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The Silent Years 
By HAROLD PREECE 

U R I N G  the   l a te   18 th  and  printed at  its  last seat of Ephrata 
century, an  i l lustrious by Miller-on  the recommendabon of 
Pennsylvania German still another  member,  Benjamin  Frank- 
pre  ared the Rosicrucian  lin.  And the banks of the little  Wissa- 
OrLr for the 108-  ear hickon River  where  Julius  often pic- 
eriod of silence wLch nicked with his parents had been the 

gegan in 1801. During site of E hrata’s redecessor, “the  Wom- 
the late 19th  century, an- an - in - %e  -WildPerness”  colony, estab- 
other of the same conse- lished by that original Magister,  Johan- 

crated pioneer  stock  recovered and  nes Kelpius. 
interpreted the buried  annals essential 
to the cycle of renascence  which  was to As know yomf el erly  men who  remembered 

Sachse grew  up,  he  came 
due to begin in 1909. the Order’s years of activity. These 

Peter Miller, who learned the Sacred men spoke cryptically in private con- 
Mysteries  from Adepts at  the old moth- versation of “a Rose due to bloom 
er-center of Ephrata,  was that first again.” When he became  old enough to 
man;  Julius  Friedrich Sachse, who re- learn  the symbolism, he  was also  told 
ceived the teachings as a secret inherit- the  meanin of emblems adorning  the 
ance  from  kinsmen  during the  age of rings that tE ese surviving Rosicrucians 
dormancy,  was the second.  Between wore  on  their fingers. 
these two, lay generations of time. Yet, Other knowledge revealed to him by 
each is a link for us of.the  20th  century relatives made him wish to  be a scholar 
w t h  those first 11-s of the Rosy like Kelpius and Miller. But  circum- 
Cross within  our {orders. stances were blocks in the road, since 

Forty-one  years  had passed since the his father,  a talented but  never  wealthy 
withdrawal of the Rosicrucian Order  artist, could not afford to provide him 
from  the visible  world when  Julius with college training. So Julius Sachse, 
Sachse  was  born in Philadelphia on like many  another  man of intellectual 
November  22,  1842.  But from  birth,  temperament before him,  was forced 
the boy’s life was  shadowed by  the  into  the  more  gainful field of business. 
lingering radiance of truths  that  he After finishing the old Lutheran 
knew  were to be revered  even if no Academy, the uivalent of a  high 
longer  proclaimed publicly. school education3e became a  haber- 

His  own ancestors had been  Rosicru- dasher. Soon his natural sense of style 
cians sitting at the feet of Conrad Beis- and taste made him one of the  country’s 
sel and  Magister Miller. Here within  leading  designers of men’s  accessories. 

The his native city, during  the  ear 1694, His work attracted so much  attention 
the  very first American  Josicrucian that  he was awarded  medals for it, not 

Rosicyuciun lodge had been chartered. Here, too, onl at exhibits in Philadelphia  but also 
Digest the Declaration of Independence  had at &rs in Vienna and  Pans, which he 

1954 that  fraternity, before being translated He might  have become  one  of Phila- 
W Y  been written  by  Thomas Jefferson of visited with samples. 
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delphia’s most successful businessmen 
because  peo le liked to  trade  and talk 
with  him.  8till  the compelling  voice of 
conscience told him  that he must  fulfill 
his own Karmic development and try 
to  realize his original goal of becomi 
a scholar. Ephrata,  where  learning h 3  
flourished under  tutelage of the Rosi- 
crucians, drew  him whenever he could 
spare  a day from  the shop. 

Tlre Zntultioe Urge 

Over a period of two years  from 
1888 to 1890, he kept returning to that 
venerable community, photographing its 
buildings with  their resplendent Rosi- 
crucian symbols, and studying the 
hymnolo of the Rosicrucian settlers 
preservepin beautifully  rinted old 
songbooks  cherished by &e German 
Seventh Day Baptists. From the Bap- 
tists-members of that first exoteric 
congregation of the Rosicrucians in 
America-he also collected traditions of 
the  saintly figures who  had governed 
Ephrata.  They told him of many de- 
voted  Brothers and Sisters. But it was 
the tales they recounted of the colony’s 
second MaGster, Conrad  Beissel, which 
stirred the  magination of Julius Sachse. 

Beissel had also been a  man of limited 
formal education-a  baker by  trade. 
But so erudite  had  he become from self- 
studv  that  Peter Miller. honor wadu- 

cellence of these  photos established him 
as  one of the  major camera artists of 
America. 

The editors of the Ladies’ Home 
Journal asked him  to be their staff 
photographer. Other assignments fol- 
lowed from the publishers of illustrated 
books.  Success in this field encoura  ed 
Sachse to give full time  to those unfer- 
takings which were decreed by his tem- 
perament and  extraordinary  creative 
abilities. 

Once again  he considered the  career 
of Conrad  Beissel, and  in a manner  that 
Beissel  would have admired. Julius 
Sachse retired  from business to devote 
himself to “research, writing, and pho- 
tography.”  Forty-eight he was when  he 
made that momentous  decision. Few 
men of that age  would abandon the safe 
and secure for  the  new  and  untried. 
But years  behind the counter  had  not 
dulled the t ically Rosicrucian spirit 
of intellectu2  adventure which  was 
always so characteristic of Sachse. The 
sheer  volume of his work during  the 
latter  part of his  life is breath-takin 
because it equalled in authenticity an! 
readability what  it expressed through 
interpretation  and  detail. 

For  years he  had  wanted to make 
Americans  conscious of the  great  part 
played in our national development  by 
the Pennsylvania  Germans and  their 

ate 6f Heidelberg Uni- ’ Rosicrucian core. In 
versity, had  learned 

ments gave meaning 
to found  the  Pennsyl- well known to readers of the The baker’s  achieve- 
several  other scholars The author of this article, humbly   f rom  h im.  
1891, Sachse  joined 

Rosicrucian  Diges*s is not a vania-German Society. 
and purpose to  the member of AMoRc. He pre- He served as  first 
lon hours that Julius this bioWaphy as a PrO- treasurer of the Soci- 
Sactse spent  reading 

day.  Still  later he was interviews, and on traditional read. 
cal organizations of its study of public Upon without  college  degrees 
of the leading histori- basing his findings on intensive books which  few  men 
ety  which became  one fe&nal writer and researcher- 

The example of  Beis- His unbiased view- president, besides  be- 
sel encouraged  Sachse Point should prove ing  a  perpetual mem- 
to ublish  his  first to all our readers. ber of its executive 
wor . Signif icant ly  ”EDrron committee. Even  more 
that  initial volume of importantly, he gave 
a  historian-in-the-making was  Rosicru- us through  this  group of learned  men 
cian in both its  theme and spirit. the first  trustworthy Rosicrucian litera- 

The book, entitled The Kloster at ture produced in our  country since the 
Ephrata, consisted  of  photographs of Order  had receded into silence. Under 
the Cloister where  two societies of the Sachse’s ‘dance, the Society  decided 
Rosy Cross-one for Brothers and  the to publisrannual Proceedings which 
other  for Sisters-had taught  and would constitute in  their  entiret a his- 
served. Though Sachse had considered tory of German  migration anzsettle- 
picture-taking  only  as  a hobby, the ex- ment in America. 
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Service  Through Books 

series, available in most major 1 iE iE ;  
Eleven volumes in this d i s h  

were  either original works by Sachse 
or re roductions of forgotten  writings 
editeland annotated  by him. 

He discovered and translated the 
long-lost diary of Magister Kelpius. 
Due  to  this effort, Rosicrucian  members 
in this second incarnation  can  read and 
study  an  im  ortant record left by one 
of the most Larned  and devout  Adepts 
of all time. 

Through  another volume, Justus 
Falkner, Mystic and Scholar, Sachse 
showed the deep and universalizing in- 
fluence  exercised  upon the  Penns 1- 
vania  German religious sects by %e 
early Rosicrucian teachers. For  Falk- 
ner, the immigrant  German Rosicrucian 
Magus,  became the first regularly or- 
dained  Lutheran  minister in America, 
serving  a congregation of Holland- 
Dutch settlers after  having been  conse- 
crated according to  the rites of the 
Swedish Lutheran  Church. 

Working in the same inspired vein, 
Sachse also translated the Curieuse 
Nahricht, a book written  by  Justus 
Falkner’s brother, Daniel,  who had also 
been a  high-ranking Rosicrucian in 
Germany.  Without  the influence of this 
bo&, which  had been circulated  widely 
to prospective immigrants,  German set- 
tlers  might  never  have come to 
Pennsylvania. 

During  his  dramatic  and ceaseless 
search  for forgotten  documents,  Sachse 

written  by  Peter b i l le r  and addressed 
discovered an un ublished manuscript 

to Benjamin Franklin.  Many believe 
that this exposition by  the  last Rosicru- 
cian  Master, before the enfoldment, 
influenced Franklin  to become a Rosi- 
crucian and become one of the con- 
servers of its private teachings  following 
the abandonment of activity. This 
work, with Sachse’s explanatory notes, 
became one of the  important “finds” 
of the Pennsylvania  German Society. 
It was issued  together with A Facsimile 
of Translations of Beissel’s Ninety-Nine 

The Mystical Proverbs, which Franklin  had 
originally  printed in 1730. 

Julius Sachse’s  colleagues in  the 
Digest Society must  have wondered why so 

1954 
much long-missing material of the 
Pennsylvania Rosicrucians  was so in- 
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creasingly  made available to  him.  For 
time  after time, other scholars had 
sought for the same papers and memo- 
rabilia  only  to be answered with tight- 
lipped silence or polite evasions from 
known descendants of the  German 
mystics. 

Perhaps  without  knowing it at  the 
time.  Sachse was  actinn as the herald 
of that American reincParnation of the 
Order  for  which  the  Elder  Brethren 
overseas were  beginning to prepare. He 
succeeded where others had  failed be- 
cause he was  on common ground  with 
those in possession of the “lost” docu- 
ments. He knew, as they did, the secret 

asswords by which  members of the 
Hidden fraternity identified themselves 
Just as did the other members, he had 
the  right to read  certain  manuscri ts 
and examine  certain emblems. Ju t  
since his knowled e of the Secret Mys- 
teries transcendel theirs, they relied 
upon  his  judgment to reveal  what 
should be made public and  what should 
be left to be  unveiled during  the coming 
renewal. 

He was so faithful  to  their  trust  that 
he never delivered any of the docu- 
ments  to the various  pseudo-Rosicrucian 
groups that ke t cropping up in 
America during g e  Silent Era. Instead 
he donated many rate-items to  the 
Seventh Da  Baptist Historical Society 
at  Plainfiell New Jersey,  where  they 
are reserved in  an appropriately  named 
SacKse  Collection. 

During  this  time, Sachse’s  findings 
were being collated into  his two great 
books, The German Pietists of Pro- 
vincial Pennsylvania, 1694-1708, pub- 
lished in 1895, and  the German Sec- 
tarians of Pennsylvania, in 1899. 

The first volume, The German 
Pietists, recounts  graphical1 and vivid- 
ly the  transplantin of the  hystic Rose 
from  the Old Worl! to the New World 
where it would attain  its  fullest flower- 
ing. The facts given confirm the belief 
of present-day  Rosicrucians that  the 
first  settlement of their  brethren in 
America  was a  pre-arranged matter b e  
tween  the Su reme bodies of England, 
Germany, an B Holland, whose Masters 
were obe ’ng  certain directives stated 
esoterical$in Imperator  Francis Bacon’s 
New Atlantis. 

Sachse  shows that  the remarkable 
revival of Rosicrucian thinking in Ger- 



many  had not  only brought fresh  en- 
lightenment  to the country,  but also 
fanatical persecution  by fanatically 
orthodox rulers  and  their clerical hire- 
lin s of the  state churchmen. The era 
haf  clearly  arrived for the Initiates of 
Germany  to fulfill the prophecies of 
Frater Bacon by sowing the seeds of the 
old truths  in soil that was  receptive and 
friendly. 

Sensitive and moving portrayals, 
matching  modern fiction in color and 
drama, are given of the  hard pioneer 
life in  that community  named  “the 
Woman in the Wilderness,” after  the 

bo1  of persecuted truth used by 
E n  the Apostle in  the Book  of Revela- 
tion. Magister Kelpius  emerges in the 
balanced imagery of Sachse’s  pen, as a 
gifted, inspired  leader and thinker, 
equal in stature  to Pennsylvania’s 
founder,  William  Penn,  a close friend 
and  admirer of the Rosicrucians,  whom 
he sought out  on both  sides of the 
Atlantic. The Pietists themselves are 
shown to be initiates of the Rosy  Cross; 
they used the former  name  to provide 
themselves  some minimum protection 
from  tyrannical  German  authorities 
and to demonstrate  their  rightful  af- 
finity  with  the  rest of the Christian 
world. 

Sachse’s  second monumental work, 
The German Sectarians, is a natural 
and required se uel  to the first. It 
begins by  recapitu 7 ating  and  amplifying 
the facts given in the earlier volume. 
Beissel is shown to  have been initiated 
into  the Rosicrucian  Order at a  gather- 
ing which took the outward  form of a 
Pietist assemblage.  And in  narrating 
Beissel’s  development in Germany, the 
author expresses his own  attachment to 
that Order whose revival he was an- 
tici atin with his  writings. 

‘konrtd Beissel,” he states, in words 
candid and self-revealing, “followed his 
guide and was  brought  to the  true light, 
taught  the  first steps of the Brotherhood, 
and received instruction in  the secret 
rites and mysteries of the  Fraternity 
of the Rosy  Cross.” 

Durin his  search  for the  material 
embodief in the book,  Sachse  found two 

reviously unknown books written in 
Lgl i sh  by Beissel and another  Ephrata 
frater  named Michael  Wohlfarth.  These 
two  forgotten  documents had been 
printed in 1729, by  a  Philadelphian 

named Bradford. Other rediscovered 
records contributed  to the  fund of in- 
formation embodied in  the history of 
the Sectarians, who  included not  only 
the Pietists and  their offshoot of the 
German Seventh Day Baptists but also 
the  Tunkers  (Dunkards) , the Menno- 
nites, the Moravian Brotherhood, and 
several other groups which  no longer 
exist. 

Untversallzed  Ideal8 

But all  this im ressive fund of his- 
tory might  have Eeen  combined as so 
much  dull chronicle had  not Sachse 
brought to its  interpretation  his  own 
rich background as a follower of the 
Mystic Rose. Throughout  the book, he 
demonstrates his  accurate and  unfail- 
ing knowledge of the Order’s  changeless 
and impressive  symbolism. Much more, 
of course, he could not disclose till  the 
Order itself would again  function un- 
der responsible  officers guiding  a mass 
membership. 

He mentions the  attachment of the 
Ephrata  brethren  for  the oak tree. “In 
the teachings of the Rosicrucians,” he 
writes, “it was stated that  the oak fur-  
nished the first  meat for mankind, the 
acorn as meat-and the honey dew as 
drink. The rustle of the foliage indi- 
cated the presence of the Deity. . . .” 

At  the same  time,  Sachse  shows a 
deep and  intimate  acquaintance  with 
Rosicrucian number symbols. He points 
out  that  “the  number sewn re resents 
the union of the  square and t i e  triad 
in  the same  sense in which forty is the 
perfect numeral.” 

In this brilliant work,  Sachse also 
shows the  art  that  the mystical Cab- 
bala pla e f i n  the thinking and  ritual- 
ism of &e first  American Rosicrucian 
lod  es.  Since this  arcane classic is also 
stu %I ‘ed by Jewish esoteric grou s some 
writers  have  maintained that Eph- 
rata colonists were  not  genuine Rosi- 
crucians  but  simply  a  peculiar  group 
of Judaizing Christians. 

However, within  our own  generation, 
an En lish  historian  has  written an 
amply- % ocumented book proving that 
the Cabbala  is  one of the  very  ancient 
classics of the Order. The learned  rab- 
bis,  who were the original Cabbalists, 
themselves  employed the terminology 

(Continued on Page 267) 
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The Validity of Prophecy 
BY CECIL A. POOLE, Supreme Seiretary 

HAT the subject of proph- candidates. Very good arguments  were 
ecy  appeals to the  human presented in favor of one or  the other. 
mind  and  is given much In  two different astrological publications 
attention by  many peo- at  the time, there  ap eared proofs  sup- 
ple is evidenced by  any porting, quite logical P y, the election of 
newsstand. Man publi- both the candidates; that is, each sup- 
cations are direct T y or in- ported a  different candidate, but based 
directly devoted to the its  fundamental reason upon the same 
matter of  prophecy. Books principles  or,  shall  we  say,  upon  the 

can be purchased which  outline OW same phenomenon in  the heavens. Ob- 
fortunes for the  year to come; monthly viously  both  could not be right;  on  the 
magazines appear  which base predic- other  hand,  one obviously  would be 
tions u on the stars  or upon other  hys  right since there could  be no doubt that 
ical  p K enomena sup osedly abg  ti one of the two  candidates  would  be 
indicate something a k u t  the  future. elected, or  at least that  the  arty which 
During  the long  period of time  that  they represented would  be  &ought into 
man has been a  thinking  entity, he has Dower. 
made  attempts  to foresee th;?.  future, 
and usually with the  urpose of indi- 
vidually profiting there ?I y. 

Anyone who has studied the proph- 
ecies, regardless of what  their source 
may be, or upon  what basis they  are 
established, usually comes to  a rather 
disa  pointing  conclusion-that not  one 
of g e m  is one  hundred  ercent accu- 
rate, On the  other hang  the honest 
reader of these  various pro hetic state- 
ments is forced to  adnut tf: at some of 
the prophecies  seem to be  better than 
others and  that some are based upon 
principles or  concepts that  must have 
a  certain  amount of reliability;  never- 
theless, it is interesting  to  note that  very 
infrequent1 specific  prophecies are 
made whic K can be verified in future 
events. 

In the  United States during  the last 
presidential election, I became inter- 
ested in watching various ublications, 
prophesyin the election o P one or  the 
other of &e two leading contending 
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Regardless of whether  or  not  the 
average  individual  has  found  a source 
of prophecy that is to his satisfaction, 
or regardless of what  has been his ex- 
perience in the right or wrong,  or the 
accuracy  or  inaccuracy of prophecies 
which he  has read, studied, or written, 
there seems to be no  letu in  the de- 
mands  from people to  rea c.r more about 
prophecies. I am not  here condemning 
or recommending any form of proph- 
ecy. Among the much-read publications 
on the American  market today are  the 
numerous astrological magazines which 
are  written  from a PO ular standpoint 
and to a  certain  extent F 111 a  demand  for 
prophetic material  or  attem  t to satisfy 
the curiosity of the  indivigual  who IS 
trying to  find some means of foreseeing 
the  future or of better  adapting  his own 
life to the demands that tomorrow will 
bring  to  him. 

There  are also other fields in which 
efforts are made to look into  the  future. 



Almost any large newsstand carries various cycles and  man can  probably 
publications telling what horse is going better himself by cooperating with these 
to  win in a  certain race  tomorrow.  Rep- trends,  there is no fixed system of 
utable business  concerns  publish bul- prophecy  known to the  human intellect 

that is infallible. We 
ask. loeicallv. “Whv 

letins that tell  what 
tomorrow’s business 
will be, and which 
commqdities  or  stocks 

to go  down. There is 
a  very in te res t ing  
factor present in these 
typ.es of publications 
which the  buyer sel- 
dom considers. The 
individuals  having 
the knowledge  neces- 
sary for prophecy, 
whether it be the 

redict in  of your 
uture, t e l  f ing  you 

how to bet  money 
a t   your   f avor i t e  
race-track, or advis- 
ing  you  about busi- 
ness commitments, 
should, it would  seem, 
be the most  prosper- 
ous of all people in 
the world  today, and 
also the  happiest .  
Their  fund of infor- 
mation would  seem to 
be  endless.   They 
would know  every- 
thing, and  yet it is 
interesting to learn, 
as  a  result of some 
inquiry  into  the past 
f i f teen  or   twenty 
years, how many  ub 
lications, and {!si: 
ness firms  as well, 
have  failed in bad 
times because they 
did not accurately 

are and  whic goin% to are go going up 

P 

prophesy the  trena 
upon  which people 
were hoDinP to  make 

- 

This Month 

Its Meaning 
and 

IN the  ancient Roman calendar, 
July was one of the successively num- 
bered months. In its position  as the 
fifth month  (March being first),  it 
was sim ly called Quintilis (fifth). 

was given the name of its numerical 
From J u g  on, each succeeding month 

March  to December. Thus August 
position in  the  order of months from 

was Sextilis (sixth); September was 
Septembris (seventh); and so on. 

After  the  reign of Julius Caesar, 
however, the old month, Quintilis, 

it was the  month of his birth.  The 
was renamed Julius in his honor, since 

new name, and origin of the word 
JuIy, came into effect in  the  year of 

year  after  he had revised the calendar, 
Caesar’s death, 44 B.C., and just one 

placing January  at  the beginning of 
the official  Roman year. 

The Anglo-Saxons called July “hay- 
month”, or “mead-month”, the mead- 
ows then being in bloom. To the 
ancient Egyptians July was the first 
month on the caiendar. Their  year 
was divided into  three principal sea- 
sons, referring  roughly to the appear- 
ance of the Nile valley and to the 
cycle of irrigation which commenced, 
at  the time, about July 19. The  three 

inundation, growth, and harvesting. 
seasons corresponded to the periods of 

their f&t&es or to attain  happier 
lives. 

Tlce Present  Connts 

In other words, regardless of how we 
may  argue  one  way or the other, the 
intelligent person will surely  arrive at 
the conclusion that,  although  certain 
trends may be  indicated by  stars or  by 

is &is io?,’ i%obabF, 
if we could foresee 
the  future,  that fu- 
ture as  we foresaw it 
would fail  to become 
a  reality;  that is, few 
of us have  been for- 
tunate enough to live 
through life without 
having events h x -  
pen  at  we wo  d 
rather have  avoided. 
If we could  see the 
future, probably  some 
of these events  would 
not have  happened. 
We also know, if we 
are  in accord with 
the principles of the 
laws of Karma, that 
there  are  certain ex- 

eriences that  must 
e  ours  whether we 

wish to  have them or 
not. Changing, if it 
were possible,  the 
events of the  future 
might cause us not to 
be able to participate 
in the  vaned events 
or sequence of activi- 
ty that  must be our 
experience. 

It would  seem then 
from this  standpoint 
that  our  inability to 
foresee the  future  is 
a blessing in disguise. 
It causes us, or it 
should  cause us, to 
concentrate  upon  the 
present. The  past is 
gone. The  future is 
built uDon the Dres- 

E 

ent, and is yet to come, 6ut this ii the 
time  that  we  are alive, the  time that we 
can  utilize  whatever potentialities we 
have, and  their im ortance surpasses 
any event that  may R appen tomorrow. 

It is not my intention  to imp1 that 
the  ability  to  rophesy  is absolutery un- 
attainable or %at  accurate pro hecy lies 
completely in  the  realm of t l e  impos- 



sible. There  are  certain tendencies  upon 
which man can use his judgment and 
experience to base and predict certain 
future happenings  within  a  reasonable 
degree of accuracy.  Whether or not 
man  as  a race will reach  a  time  when 
he  can  prophesy  accurately is some- 
thing  that we cannot  even predict here, 
but  there  is  the probability that  man 
can  im rove  his ability to 
just as Re can  improve any o r p h e s y  er  trait 
which  is  a  part of his make-u 

With man's  desire  to  propEksy cer- 
tain things, certainly this tendency will 
be developed as man himself advances 
and as his intellectual and spiritual ad- 
vancement  reaches  a level where  he 
will be able to cope with  the  informa- 
tion that  he receives. As has  already 
been stated, we might  not be able to 
meet  today  the consequences of roph- 
ecy; we might  not be able to dea? with 
the impact  upon  our lives of what 
would happen in the  intervening  time 
if we  knew  what  was oing to ha  pen 
a year  from today. a owever, 1 P we 
reach  the intellectual and psychic level 
where we can cope with  such  a situa- 
tion, we may be able to improve our 
ability to foresee the  trends  that  are go- 
ing to manifest in  the  future. 

Three Brrars 
Error in prophecy  is  due to  a few 

simple facts. The  first is the lack of 
complete information. We need to 
gather  information  from many sources 
to make even the simplest of prophecies. 
For example, if the prophecy  is in the 
field of business, let us say in 'regard 
to the value of a certain commodity at 
some future time, we need to know so 
many facts that  it is almost in  the  realm 
of impossibility for one  person to grasp 
all  the  information that would  neces- 
sarily be re uired in order to reach  a 
reasonable  jegree of knowledge upon 
which to base the  prophecy. We can- 
not know what the consum tion of the 
item is, or will be, or what  t R e potential 
demands are. For example, we  do not 
know at this moment how many people 
intend to buy  a  new automobile  tomor- 

The row; therefore, that piece of information Ros~crucian alone makes it impossible to prophesy 
exactly how many automobiles will be Digest sold  tomorrow. We know that  there  is 

1954 will make  purchases,  but  even if 
July a  certain  demand; we  know that people 
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we were  able to canvass the world's 
population in a short time, there is no 
way of definitely determining  what peo- 
ple are going to do tomorrow in spite 
of what  their plans of the moment may 
be. 

The second error in prophecy is the 
inability of the  human  mind to take 
into  consideration all  the unknown fac- 
tors; that is, if we  could  know all  the 
known factors, it would still not be 
enough because  those factors can sud- 
denly  change. Conditions of which we 
are  not aware-fiiancial, economic, 
social, or even climatic-will have  a 
definite bearing  upon  how  we  may act 
at a  future time. We can look ahead 
and see only those thin s that  are a p  

arent now. If we coufb. have all  the 
Lowledge necessary to summarize  a 
situation as it exists at this moment, we 
still would not  know  what  might  alter 
those facts before  another  few  moments 
would have passed. 

The  third  error  in prophecy is that 
the chance of the occurrence of a  proper 
sequence of affairs to bring  about  a 
certain conclusion is very small. We 
can  reason  out  a thing on  a  fundamen- 
tal basis of pure logic;  we can control 
various  material  thmgs,  and we  know 
that  certain sciences are reliable and 
will not  cha  e  such as mathematics 
for example.%le  we can work out, 
in so far as exact sciences are con- 
cerned, certain conclusions and facts, 
we must  not  fail to take  into considera- 
tion that  the  human being is not  en- 
tirely  a  rational being. A little reflec- 
tion causes us to realize that  man is as 
emotional as he is rational. Predictions 
can be made  upon  the basis of reason, 
but we cannot predict what we are go- 
ing to do tomorrow because  we do not 
know how  we will feel  tomorrow, and 
oftentimes our feelings and  our emo- 
tions have far more to do with OUT ac- 
tions than do the more  exacting reasons 
that  are based upon  a logical analysis. 

We  can come to the logical  conclu- 
sion, therefore, that rophecy  is  not a 
reliable attribute of  $e objective mind. 
The objective mind  can  deal  only  with 
the knowledge and feelings that make 
up  almost the  sum total of its composi- 
tion. If prophecy is  to gain any degree 
of authenticity  and become a correct 
and  exact science in itself, it must come 



from  the  ability of the individual  to 
look  beyond the limitations of his ob- 
jective apparatus or his ob’ective mind. 
The ultimate  aim of all knowledge is 
to  utilize that knowledge in connection 
with  the use of the  intuitive  attributes 
of man. As we develop our intuition 
we  are at  the same time developin our 
ability to better correlate the knowfedge 
and facts that we may have and to see 
more  clearly what  may be the  result of 
future contingencies  u on  the events 
that we  have so carefuty mapped out 
in our own reasoning. 

We  all  may become  prophets to a 
certain degree, but in doing so we  have 
to bear in mind  that  there  are  many 

V 

things that lie outside the field of finite 
knowledge. Until  we  are able to p o w  
closer to the  Infinite  and  to  gam a 
source of knowledge  more reliable than 
that which  we may work out  within 
our own rational  thinking,  we are a 
long way from  gaining knowledge 
which will enable us to  predict the 
future. Our first ste is to attem t to 
increase our  fund of H) nowledge an f; the 
use of our  intuitive  faculty  to the point 
where we can  better  utilize  the  present; 
and, as  we do that more effectively, 
we will place  ourselves in a better posi- 
tion to  utilize  trends and to  understand 
where those trends  will lead at some 
future time. 

A V  

THE SILENT YEARS 
(Continued  from  Page 263) 

of the Mystic Rose to demonstrate cer- 
tain truths. 

Scholarly Recognition 

The  year 1900  dawned, ushering  the 
century destined to  materialize the new 
cycle. Fittingly in that year,  Julius 
Sachse, the self-taught man, received 
his long desired, if far-overdue,  recogni- 
tion  as a scholar. 

At  fifty-eight he donned cap  and 
gown to receive from  Muehlenberg Col- 
lege the  honorary degree of Doctor of 
Literature  (Litt.  D.) . Henceforth he 
would  be known  as  Dr. Sachse and  rank 
equally in the academic world with 
men who had  earned  their titles through 
formal studies in universities. 

Officially,  Sachse  was awarded the 
Degree for  his book on Justus Falkner. 
Yet  even without that distinguished 
contribution, he would have  justly 
merited any honor bestowed  on h m  by 
any institution of learning: a  decade 
of continuous  achievement had seen 
him  attain commanding stature  as  artist 
and photographer on  the one hand, and 
as  writer, historian, and  antiquary on 
the other. 

His gifted hands  had produced many 
en-and-ink drawings  used  to illustrate 

[is own many books or those of author 
friends  gravitating to his lar e,  hospi- 
table home on Pine Street. $? peclmens 

of his photography had commanded na- 
tion-wide  attention-the  best-known ex- 
ample of his work in this field having 
been  a series of pictures of the night- 
blooming  Cereus  otographed in his 
own beautiful  gar Ifh en. 

In 1892,  a camera trip to  England 
resulted in another book  com  osed of 
outstanding pictures and entitle:, Devon 
and Its Historic  Surroundings. This 
work  holds  a strong “background” in- 
terest for occultists since the  county of 
Devon was  not  only  one of Britain’s 
great  Druidic  centers  but also one of 
the  last strongholds of the noble Celtic 
Church organized by  the  Druid Magi 
of Ireland,  centuries before the Roman 
sect. 

A  continuous  flow of other  notable 
works had  kept  increasing Sachse’s rep- 
utation in American academic circles. 
Among other books, he had produced 
one of encyclopedic  scope on  the Ger- 
man influence in America-The Father- 
land (1450-1 700) , Showing the Part I t  
Bore in the  Discovery and Develop- 
ment of the Western Continent, with 
Special  Reference to Pennsylvania. 

In his  research  embracin an endless 
field of subjects, Sachse ha! discovered 
the records of Franklin’s original rint 
ing  account  with the Masonic rodgi 
These findings were embraced in a 
paper  read in 1898  before the  Pennsyl- 
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vania  Grand Lodge, and  later published 
by  the author. 

Previously he  had delivered  a  mem- 
orable oration, “The Monument  on  Zion 
Hill,” commemorating the Rosicrucian 
Brothers and Sisters who nursed, at the 
sacrifice of their  own lives, the soldiers 
of the Revolution who  were stricken 
with disease after  the Battle of Brandy- 
wine. After  this address was  printed, 
it received  wide and favorable attention 
from  atriotic and historical societies 
througtout  the nation. 

By  now, Julius Sachse was a living 
example of the old truth that recogni- 
tion seeks the  man  brave eno h to 
obey the Karmic urge  toward s%-ful- 
fillment. In  1895, he had been invited 
to join America’s oldest and most  dis- 
tinguished  association of scholars. That 
organization  was the  American Philo- 
sophical Society, once  graced by such 
eminent Rosicrucians as Franklin,  Jef- 
ferson, and Peter Miller. 

As  a  basis for eligibility, Sachse sub- 
mitted a paper  on an ancient time- 
measuring device known to the old 
philosophers and mystics as the Horolo- 
gium or Dial of Achaz. By  following 
the specifications which he found in a 
book  of the Ancient  Knowledge, this 
modern  mystic reconstructed the  instru- 
ment  and demonstrated its functionings 
to his colleagues. 

Twenty or  more other  erudite groups 
-scientific, ilosophical, and histori- 
cal-invited Bh achse to  membership  dur- 
in  the years that followed. In each, he 
ei&er  became an outstanding  leader or 
made some noteworthy contribution. 
Realizing the need of coordinating re- 
search into  the state’s history, he helped 
organize in 1905 the  Federation of 
Pennsylvania Historical Societies, and 
served as  the Federation’s  president in 
1909. 

During  that bus period, he roduced 
two  more  works, s iJl edding fur 5, er light 
on the  early Rosicrucian organization in 
our  country. One  was  a brilliant com- 
pilation, The Music of t h  E hrata 
Kloster, emphasizing the role of f; eissel 
in the preservation of this  magnificent 
German h ology-the work  itself 
being  deve F oped from Sachse’s earlier 
work on the German Pietists. The other 
was a treatise on the  learned Jewish- 
American Rosicrucian known as Jacob 

Philadelphia-on  him  the  author of 
this  article is also conducting  independ- 
ent research. 

As he neared  the  crucial age of sixty- 
five,  Sachse, for all his  late start, had 
registered enough accom lishments to 
have satisfied any half- dp ozen  average 
men.  His  scholarly  reputation  was 
world-wide; his circumstances were 
comfortable. But at a time  when most 
elderly people  consider their life-labors 
to be pretty  well finished, he added still 
another  career  to all those varied ones 
he  had followed. 

His  hair  indelibly gray but his  pen 
still fluent and his step  still supple, he 
became  one of America’s  most expert 
Masonic historians. In 1906, he pub- 
lished a biography  entitled Beniamin 
Franklin as a Freemason. The  study 
attracted so much attention that he was 
appointed librarian  and  curator of the 
Masonic Grand Lad e of Pennsylvania, 
a  post that he woufd  hold for the re- 
mainder of his earthly years. 

Many  other historical monographs on 
Masonic subjects soon appeared  under 
his  name. While researching in the 
Library of Congress, he discovered and 
published the  fraternal correspondence 
and papers of Geor e Washington. As 
had been the case wLle  he was  collect- 
in Rosicrucian material, Sachse’s new 
fiefd required that he  must do travelling 
abroad m quest of original documents. 

Perha s, he also contacted  Rosicru- 

those  who were also Masons-&ring 
cians-dose of the European lod  es or 

his tours. For, all  the evidence su gests 
that Sachse was one of the  many% h 
degree  Masonic leaders who referrefti 
the Rosicrucians as  the  “ancient  breth- 
ren,” in certain  traditions of the  former 
Order. 

Meanwhile  for Rosicrucians, the Cy- 
cle of Silence  was  ending. In  the Amer- 
ican  earth  that  Julius Sachse knew  and 
loved so well, certain seeds  long-sown 
were beginning to push  sturdy  tendrils 
above  ground.  Before his eyes, he was 
to see fulfilled the prediction he  had 
heard so often-that of the Rose  des- 
tined to flower again. 

The Year of Eeblrlh 

Came the ordained year of 1909. 
In New  York, an occult student and 
business executive, descended like Sachse 



from  early  Rosicrucian settlers, knew 
from calculation and  family tradition 
that  the  time was at hand.  Thoroughly 
and conscientiously, he  had  made  ready 
for the  Rebirth  by  bringing to ether 
an association of Seekers, i nch  8 ‘ng  a 
number of people  who traced their  an- 
cestry to the Pennsylvania  Rosicrucian 
colonists. That student and Restorer 
was H.  Spencer Lewis. The organiza- 
tion was the Rosicrucian  Research So- 
ciety. For protection against the vulgar- 
ly curious, it styled itself publicly as 
the New York Institute  for  Psychical 
Research. 

For several years  the  members, un- 
der  the discerning  leadership of Lewis, 
had been examining  the  clauns of vari- 
ous Americans  who  had  written  shallow 
books or organized odd little sects that 
pretended to be Rosicrucian.  But only 
the writings of Sachse  stood the test of 
rigid analysis and investigation. 0d.y 
his books pointed to the one authenbc 
Order-the Ancient  Mystical  Order 
Rosae  Crucis-which  Lewis and his col- 
leagues were striving so earnestly to 
contact. 

Eventuall they learned that  they 
had  found tg right  road to the correct 
place. For in 1909, a  Legate of the  true 
and ancient fraternity arrived  from 
India  with instructions for Lewis to 
proceed to France.  There that illustrious 
Seeker  was formally initiated and  given 
authority to reconstitute the Order in 
America. 

Six years  later,  the Rose opened in 
full bloom when  Frater Lewis was des- 
ignated as Imperator,  and  membership 
was  made available to all sincere ap- 
plicants. Among  those who  entered the 
revived  Order  with the standing of full- 

V 

fledged  Adepts,  was Julius  Friedrich 
Sachse. 

All these years, he  had  remained 
aloof from so-called  Rosicrucian  socie- 
ties which would have exploited his 
name  and  reputation to  afford them- 
selves a deceptive  gloss of “authentici- 
ty.” All  such  groups Sachse knew to be 
either bogus or clandestine. But when 
that genuine fraternity of his fathers 
was restored, he proudly identified him- 
self with it. 

Today, A.M.O.R.C. of the universal 
truths honors him as did all those s 
cialized organizations to which he E 
longed-though no  chapter or lodge has 
as yet  been  named  for him. American 
Rosicrucians  place him among their 
greatest scholars and as a most cherished 
link with  the ast. He was  always 
gracious1 h e l p h  and cordial when 
consultdabout matters of history or 
tenet. 

Julius Sachse  lacked but eight days 
of being  seventy-seven  when he passed 
through  transition  on November 14, 
1919, and four months before his last 
illness, he was still occupied with his 
scholarly projects. Philadelphia  was 
thrown into  mourning  when  he de- 
parted  from this lane, because no 
citizen since Fra nkp in had been  more 
respected in  that center of learning  and 
culture  than was  Sachse. 

Many eloquent tributes were  penned 
to him.  But  none  a  proached in tender- 
ness and  understan & ng  the words of the 
late Dr. Lewis. For, ten years  after the 
transition, Imperator Lewis dedicated 
his book, Rosicrucian Questions and 
Answers, to the  memory of Sachse, as 
“a flower among  the many  at  the side 
of his grave.” 

A V  

STUDENT’S LESSON BINDER 
Keeping your lessons neatly bound and filed can be one of the greatest study helps 

made available to members. The attractive, expanding pocket-style binder we are 
offering is stamped, in gold, with  the  name  and symbol of the Order. It contains an 
index for easy reference, and holds  half a year’s monographs of the new style. Postpaid, 
only $2.00 (14/4 sterling)-or  three  for $5.00 (E1/15/9 sterling). Order from ROSI- 
CRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA. 
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URING April, Frater Cecil 
A. Poole, Supreme Sec- 
retary,  was  away  from 
Rosicrucian Park, speak- 
ing in Chicago,  Toronto, 
and Dallas  principally. 

th 

’ On his return, he-  con- 

d l  with the effort an! en- 
fessed  himself deli hted 

usiasm  shown by  members in those 
places to make the meetings a success. 

Chicago and Dallas were  having  ral- 
lies. That  in Chicago was a three-da 
affair displayin in every way exceE 
lent,  careful a n f  detailed plannin  and 
that  in Dallas demonstrating that  vexas 
in its characteristically  charming and 
individual way is out  for  laurels in a 
new field. This was  Texas’ first Rosi- 
crucian Rally. 

The commendation which Frater 
Poole had  for those  concerned in mak- , 
ing these  occasions noteworthy  must 
have  been  well  deserved-and it was 
exceedingly gratifying to  hear. 

V A V  
The modern viewpoint in  art had  its 

day  again  in  the Rosicrucian Egy tian, 
Oriental  Museum  during A n.? and 
May,  this  time with historica! signifi- 
cance.  Classic  themes were viewed 
through the eyes of those who  were de- 
termined to see  more than grace and 
harmony of form. The gods of ancient 
Greece  were there, but much  meta- 
morphosed by  the  determination to rep- 
resent  them  as forces rather  than be- 
ings in themselves-a  probing  more or 
less experimental  with color, line, and 
an le to express an interior something 

TI., a n i  not  just  surface  appearance. a 115 A film on Sunday, May 9, 
Rosicrucian Gallery visitors for a  better un arepared erstand- 
“ ing of “What is Modern Art?” It was 
W Y  ar i  unusual experience to be able  to 
1954 have works  by serious men  like Picasso, 
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De Chirico, Berman,  Ben-Zion, to turn 
to  for  exam les of authentic  modern- 
ism. The exkibit, sponsored b the  Mu- 
seum of Modern Art, New Jork City, 
had on1 two showings on the West 
Coast, t i e  one in San Jose  being the 
only one  scheduled in  northern Cali- 
fornia. 

V A V  
The College of the Pacific located at 

Stockton, California, has  interested it- 
self in the preparation of a television 
program  involving the  Parthenon of 
ancient Greece-more especially a scale 
model of that classic building  made  by 
Peter  Diamond of Stockton. 

For seven years  the project of con- 
structing an exact scale model of this 
world-famous structure engaged Mr. 
Diamond and friends whose skills he 
enlisted. In November of last  year  the 
completed  reproduction was unveiled 
by Queen Frederika of Greece when 
she vlsited the United States with King 
Paul. 

The first public  showing of the model 
in  the Bay Area  was in the Rosicru- 
cian Musebn. 

U A V  
A Neophyte ‘is saTd to  be  a beginner. 

It seems much more  meaningful to re- 
call that he signifies something newly 
planted. Anyway,  that  properly sug- 
gests the joyful, active, living enthusi- 
asm which characterizes the Rosicru- 
cian Neophyte. 

Nothing is quite so rewarding  to the 
staid old  stock, we imagine, as to  re- 
member the bursting  energy of its own 
greening  years. So the member of 
many-years’ s tanding  always takes 
pleasure in  the fresh comments of those 
just experiencing the first thrills  and 
chills of the  new worlds opening up 
through Rosicrucian studies. 

Hear this  from Frater  A. J. Kukitz 



of Pennsylvania, who declares himself 
a devoted student: “I am persistently 
q i n g  to reach my goal not for the 
luxuries it provides but for the freedom 
it gives, in that being free of this need, 
I may place it in the background where 
it belon s and  reach  out to others more 
effectidy, fully  and confidently, as  far 
as the m n d  of my soul will guide and 
carry me. Yesterday,  when I wrote 
those  words I did  not realize their sig- 
nificance; today I do. It is  not  the 
reachin of a goal that  is necessary but 
rather &e freeing oneself of the need 
of it.’’ * * *  

Karma is a  word  with many  mean- 
ings, as Soror W. E. Lang of California 
hap ily proved. She writes: “Wonder- 
ing Row  on earth I could earn a  little 
extra money, I was  really discouraged. 
I threw myself  across the bed with the 
intention of cryin it out; instead, I 
heard the one worf KARMA. I sat u 
wondering  what  Karma  had to do wit! 
earning extra money. In fact, I won- 
dered so hard  that  everything else was 
forgotten. The next  day I could not 
get my typewriter  out of my  mind  and 
I thought  maybe I should practice a 
little  more;  but someone came  by then 
and told me  that  our Stanley Distribu- 
tor was in financial distress. Havin 
been a hostess for  her before, I stoppe 9 
by to see if I could  give another party 
soon, not telling her I knew of her con- 
dition. The date was set and I went  on 
my way to make  a  payment  on some 
tools  we had  bought  on  time at a  Pawn 
Sho  Seeing a  new t ewriter there, 
I asred  the  manager i f i e  would take 
mine  in trade. He asked me if I could 
type, and I came  out  with  a job as typist 
and bookkeeper.  Also, the  new 
writer was at a third off in price,q:i 
an allowance  on my old  one. 

“When I got  home that afternoon I 
sat  thinking over all  that had  hap- 
pened in the past  twenty-four  hours, 
and again I heard  the word KARMA. 
Of course, my mind said, ‘the Law of 
Karma.’  How  completely  a  Law works 

once it swings into  a  cycle  with defi- 
nition.” * * *  

Does all this remind  you of Longfel- 
low’s fine thought? We quote, anyway: 

Not in the clamor of the 
crowded street, 

Not in the shouts and plaudits 
of the throng, 

But in ourselves are  triumph 
and defeat. 

V A V  
Soror Mary R. Roethl  began 14 years 

ago the experiment of growing her own 
earthworms. Many  might  have  then 
thought it a silly venture,  but  today 
her  Master  Hybrid  Earthworms  are 
known  not on1 in California but also 
in New York, hawaii,  and Australia. 

Definitely, according to Soror  Roethl’s 
story of “A Successful Worm Business” 
appearing in  the April, 1954, issue of 
Organic Gardening  and Farmin the 
lowly  earthworm  has  turned. %e is 
now big business, no  longer just fish 
bait. Toda  he  has  importance in all 
branches  oTagriculture.  He is helping 
man to free himself of overdependence 
on  chemical and other detrimental 
methods of fertilization. 

In Soror  Roethl’s  words, man “as he 
develops a  high  degree of consciousness 
to use nature’s forces, will produce the 
high  vitality in soil, man,  animal  and 
plant  life  that  nature  has stored in  her 
to endow this earth.” 

V A V  
People are everywhere, filling all the 

nooks and  crannies of Rosicrucian  Park. 
They flow in and  out of Francis Bacon 
Auditorium  and  onto the grass and 
benches of the  Park itself. Whether 
the  are Neophytes or something  more 
an d whether  they come from  nearby 
Hayward  or  from  India,  one  cannot 
readily say. They  are  happy  and care- 
free  and  to  all  a  pearances content. It 
is good just to begere  they seem to sa 
Perha s at  the next  writing  it will & 
possib P e to say why. 

V A V  

Soul is our conception of the  indwelling aspects of self. Personality is our ex- 
pression of that conception in  thought  and deed.”VALrDIvAR. 
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By RALPH M. LEWIS, F. R. C. 

M OST of us are in- 
trigued  by  tales 

of adventure  into oth- 
er worlds. There is a 
thr i l l ing romance in 
journeys across seas, 
over mountains and  
desert wastes, to re- 
mote  places. In addi- 
tion, by means of giant 
telescopes,  astronomers 
todad. a r e   r o b i n g  
worl s which  'e  thou 
sands of l ight-years  
away in the vast reach- 
es of stellar  space.  
Also, through electronic devices, modern 
physicists are exploring  whole galaxies 
of energy,  universes so infinitesimally 
small that  they  may be placed upon the 
head of a pin. And  yet,  for all this 
adventuring,  there is still  a  realm  into 
which most men  have  never entered. It 
is a  strange region to them. Even their 
imaginations  have  never  ventured  to  its 
frontiers or dared  to cross its bounda- 
ries. It is  the world of self. Unfortu- 
nately,  to the  majority of people it 
constitutes an iron  curtain  behind  which 
most men will not  penetrate. 

The influence of this world of  self is 
nevertheless felt  through vague and 
subtle impressions b 
This self is the sun, t il e very most center persons' of 
man's personal solar system, around 
which revolves his whole existence. The 
understanding of self  causes all  the oth- 
er worlds of human experience to as- 
sume an orderly relationship. Very 
early in life the  normal  human being 
comes to realize two primary states of 
existence. At least for him there are 
such. These are  the I am and  the I am 
not. Upon f i s t  consideration it  may 
seem that I am quite  certain as to  what 

The I am.  But u on further thought, I am obliged to as K myself,  But what am I? 
Rosicrucian AS we in uire  into  the  nature of self, 
Digest we  find  %at it is not a substance as 
July we  think of the substance of other 
1954 t h i n g s .  It does not  appear to have any 
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s ecial qual i t ies  nor 
&es it have any quan- 
tity. In fact, you  can- 
not isolate  self   in 
consciousness as you 
would other  things so 
as to define it as you 
would  other experi- 
ences. Furthermore,  
there is no special fac- 

ceive self, such as  the 
organs by means of 
which we see, hear, 
taste, or smell. Ordi- 
narily  we  are accus- 

tomed to think of the configuration of 
our bodies, our limbs and organs, as 
giving rise to  the principal idea of self; 
we  think  that t h l s  particular mass of 
our bein is self. However, about us are 
many o z e r  bodies not 
our own. At least the r"' ave many unlike  of 
the  same components,  &e  same  hysical 
properties, as ours. Therefore, t f e  phys- 
ical  characteristics of our body are not 
distinct enough ap arently to give rise 
to  that idea of se8,  The  matter  then 
must come about  from  certain  other 
factors. 

One of these  important factors, con- 
tributing  to the idea of self, is conscious- 
ness. In  man we  usually  refer  to 
consciousness as  a  state of awareness. 
This consciousness is a function. It 
arises out of the  union of two condi- 
tions, two attributes if you will: the 
organism of man to which we refer  as 
the body; and  the vital essence or life 
which  seems to  animate it. As a func- 
tion, consciousness can  never be found 
inde  endent of those two important 
attri E utes upon  which it appears  to 
depend. There is never any conscious- 
ness  outside of that of which it is con- 
scious. We cannot  find an absolute 
state of consciousness, so far as  the 
human  mind is concerned, in which 
there does not exist all  that of which 
we are conscious. 

For analogy, the situation is the same 

ulty  by which to per- 



as music, the harmonious sound, not be- 
ing distinct and  apart  from  the  medium 
that produces  it-that  is, as  a  separate 
thing from any instrument. Likewise, 
we  cannot  have  uilibrium  or the  state 
of balance isolata from a scale. Where 
there is one, there is found the other. 
Since  consciousness is a function, its 
images, or  that which  we find related 
to it, are  the  result of whatever  has 
acted u on its  attributes. In other 
words, t K e images of consciousness re- 
flect whatever has, in any way, affected 
the attributes of consciousness. We  can 
then  say  that  the states of conscious- 
ness are but effects of its active under- 
lying causes. It is apparent  that con- 
sciousness is always coexistent with 
whatever is  realized as a  kind of ex- 
istence  by the  very fact of its  being in 
consciousness.  Since  consciousness can- 
not be  detached, as we  have said, from 
that which it realizes, it has  its de- 
pendence u on those  things  which are 
its images. $0 further explain, we  ma 
use another analogy, that of the s h a J  
ow, to represent consciousness. The 
forms of the shadow, we  shall say, are 
like the sensations of consciousness, for 
we well  know that  there  can be no 
shadow  without  some  form.  Each  shad- 
ow has  certain properties or  spatial 
qualities. Where we have a shadow, 
we have  these qualities. Likewise, there 
can be no consciousness without the 
sensations and ideas of which it is 
composed. 

The Z Am 

Self, the I Am, is one of the  im res 
sions of consciousness,  one of 51,s; 
things which are identified with con- 
sciousness. How is it that we can dis- 
tin ish the I Am or self from the 
mugtude of other impressions of which 
we become  conscious? There is one large 
class of impressions which we always 
associate with our receptor  senses, our 
objective faculties, and these are those 
things which we seem  to hear, feel,  see, 
taste, smell, and  the like. However, 
when  we  shut off these  senses  by blind- 
folding our eyes, or  placing our  hands 
over our ears, we close out those im- 
pressions which are related to our sense 
organs. When those  impressions are 
excluded, we  find that consciousness 
still remains with us. Consciousness, 
then, consists of other kinds of impres- 

sions.  One of these we know is memory. 
Further,  we know that memory-images 
are not  immediately  related  to  our sense 
faculties. We know that  what  we recol- 
lect is  not that which is just immediate- 
ly seen  or heard. 

Another phase of consciousness, which 
we  realize  when we  suppress our ob- 
jective senses, is what we might term 
organic sensations. These  are  the sen- 
sations of pressure, constriction, and 
ain  which  appear to arise  within our 

ieing;  all  are unrelated to the  usual 
receptor  senses.  Added to these are those 
states of consciousness known as the 
emotions.  Suppose, as  is  usually done, 
we  call eternal those  impressions that 
appear  wholly  related  to  our receptor 
senses,or which seem to belong  to a world 
outside of us. As a  result,  then, it would 
seem that  the sensations of thought, of 
memory, the organic  impulses, and  the 
emotions, constitute the I Am. But is 
self merely those things?  Animals 
which are lower in  the scale than  man 
do not ex ress the  same consciousness 
of self as l e  does.  However, they have 
organic sensations; they, too, manifest 
memory and emotions. What is it,  then, 
that causes man  in  particular to dis- 
tinguish  one class of impressions as the 
self? 

We, as human beings, have  the fac- 
ulty of directing  our consciousness. We 
ma  make it res onsive to  certain sets 
or L d s  of impupses. For example, we 
can focus  consciousness specifically on 
the impressions of our sense  organs, 
something that we wish just to see  or 
hear. Likewise,  we can  terminate  that 
conscjousness so as  to exclude  such im- 
presnons. Then,  again,  we may focus 
consciousness alone  on our conceptions 
-that  is, the ideas of reason or the 
impulses of our emotions. At  all times, 
there is by us a consistent realization 
of our volition; that is, we realize that 
we can wiZ2 the vacillation or  changing 
of our consciousness as  we want  it.  The 
will is ever striving to be; in other 
words, the will continually desires cer- 
tain states of consciousness  which are 
felt  to  be most harmonious  to one's 
being. The will is continually seeking 
to have the organism become  conscious 
of those things agreeable to it. At times 
the will may  identify  the consciousness 
only  with  the world of senses, only  with 
that which we call the external. At 
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other times it may direct that we b e  
come  conscious  alone of the ideas of 
reason or of the  internal sensations of 
our being. 

When we  say “I,” therefore, wemean 
that preferred state of our being  which 
constitutes will, because will at  all 
times is the desire for  a  preferred  state 
of being. Though all  the impressions 
of consciousness  which we  have are a 
kind of reality because we are able  to 
realize  them,  will is the most  exalted 
reality of all. My volition, which I 
realize, is outstanding  over all  the other 
things which I realize. “I am  that I am” 
means that I am  that  state of being that 
I will to be, that I prefer to be. I am 
that of which I want  to  be conscious. 
Since wherever  there is self-conscious- 
ness the will  is also present, this  realiza- 
tion of our volition, this will, is the self. 
The self as an experience stands in its 
impressiveness as against  or above all 
other experiences which we  have. 

Impulses and Sensations 

Though self may  appear  to be inde- 
pendent and quite &tinct, yet  from 
this we see that it has its roots directly 
in experience, for  without experience 
self  would have  no distinction. By this 
method of reasoning we  have reduced 

, that which we  call  the I am 
and  the am not, to two general classes, 
impulses and sensations. We  may say 
that impulses and sensations are, m 
fact, the two primary  qualities of a 
single state of a single world of being. 
All of being  has  these two attributes- 
impulses and sensations. The im ulses 
are of a  great ubiquitous, all-inc P usive 

energy. This  vibratory  en- 
ergy is netic in its nature;  that is, it 
is  continually working and producing. 
There is no se arate mass, no  separate 
substance, prolucing  this  great  univer- 
sal energy, for it is its own mass, its 
own substance. The work that this 
universal  energy accomplishes is its 
continuous interchange of its own vi- 
bratory  nature. 

This  universal being, this vast sea  of 
energy, is uncreated, for if there  were  a 

The first, from which it came, then  that too would be being and  there  cannot  be two 
Rosicrucian beings; there  can  only be being itself. Digest Likewise, there cannot  be a  time  when 

1954 
this  universal  energy would  ever  cease 
to be. For what we, as mortals, call 
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vibrator% 

J U l Y  

nothing, actually  requires  a somethin 
to observe that relative absence whic ! 
we call nothing. That something  which 
would  do the observing of nothing, in 
itself would be an extension of bein 
Consequently, there could be no suc h 
state as nothing. 

Sensation is the response of being to 
its o w n  nature.  Ordmarily, we have 
attributed sensation only to  that as ect 
of being  which  we call animate or a P ive. 
We shall see that sensation can exist 
in inanimate  matter  and, in fact, it is 
had by all bein . The ceaseless  work 
of the universa k energy, as we  have 
said, is its  changing  within its own 
nature.  This  change consists of the al- 
ternating  from  simplicity  to complexity 
and from com lexity back again to sim- 
plicity. ComJexity is a  kind of being 
which exists within being, like a bubble 
on a  stream of water. Complexity is 
that kind of being which strives tomain- 
tain its  general  nature. Complexity re- 
sists returning to  its  simple state, and 
in its resistance it displays  such quali- 
ties as  attraction and repulsion. It at- 
tracts  that  which would further its com- 
plexity, its particular being. It re els 
that which  would destroy  its being. $his 
responsiveness in being, whether being 
is  animate  or  inanimate, is its sensation. 
Thus  the whole of being, the whole of 
reality, is sentient. It has  a conscious- 
ness of its existence. Any two bodies, 
no matter  what  they  may be, display 
a simple  consciousness, whether  they 
attract each other  or  repel each other. 
They may be grains of sand  or  a min- 
eral element. 

Complexity, to  maintain  its state, 
tends toward  stability, and stability 
tends  toward  rest. Being or absolute 
reality abhors rest because  such is an 
inharmony of the very activity of bein . 
Fundamentally,  then, being is at a% 
times consciously striving for the  har- 
mony of its  energ  for  change and 
activity are  opposecto a  tendency to- 
ward  rest and complexity. 

Cosmic Mind 

Now, certainly  whatever can realize 
itself to the  extent  that  it  has  the simple 
consciousness which  we  have explained 
and has  a motivation to  strive  continual- 
ly for change, and to o pose rest, is 
likewise exhibiting  inteilgence.  We 
can  really  say,  therefore, that this uni- 



versa1 energy  is  pure Cosmic mind. In  
this  statement we  are  attempthy a rec- 
onciliation of metaphysical 
which  attribute  mind  to abso PnnCiP1~, Ute reah- 
ty, and science, which looks upon the 
basic structure of the universe as  vibra- 
tory energy. 

It is the  dut of man to  realize the 
relationship of X is com lex being or of 
his self to  this  great !osmic mind of 
which he  is intrinsical1 a  part.  For the 
human to have a fee K ‘ng of isolation 
or  to  think of  self as being separate, 
constitutes an inharmony  with  hls own 
basic nature.  All  the problems of ex- 
istence  with  which we are confronted 
may be traced back, in  the  main,  to 
that of trying to osit ourselves  be- 
tween  two worlds, J: e world  which we 
call external and  the world of the Cos- 
mic  as  a whole. Man, as a complex 
being, is like the multitude of other 
complex  beines  which are  part of the 
Cosmic mind m one thin  in particular. 
As a com lex being, the a m a n  nature 
resists rduction to its simple  compo- 
nents, The so-called law of self-preser- 
vation has  thus o posed all those  con- 
ditions which  ten r; to return us to  our 
simple state. The self, therefore, finds 
one  kind of harmony in all those  sensa- 
tions which further  the welfare of our 
complexity. 

Every experience  tends to preserve 
the u t y  of our being resulting in an 
agreeable  e erience for us.  However, 
to confine  se ? f, the experience of it, to 
this single kind of harmony is to isolate 
it in  the Cosmic mind. The volition 
which  we recognize, that will, the I am, 
would  become nothing  but  a collection 
of appetites and passions. It would 
mean  the direction of consciousness only 
for  the purpose of preserving our com- 
plexity. That kind of self  brings man 
lnto  inharmony  with  other  manifesta- 
tions of Cosmc  mind to which he is 
basically related. 

V 

The Cosmic mind of which  we con- 
sist is capable of many  other sensations 
which we can experience and these 
other sensations when  had  by us-that 
is, when we realize them-expand  the 
I am. They increase that volition of 
which the I am consists. The harmony 
of the expanded self is not  to  be  found 
merely in the pleasures  derived from 
thinp or  particulars. The other  har- 
momes are not  to be found  merely in 
the satisfaction of acquisition, the tak- 
ing  into  our  nature of that which adds 
to its complexity or  alone preserves it. 
These  other  harmonies  contribute to 
imperturbability. They  unite  all  the 
lesser satisfactions of our organic  being 
to constitute an exalted  one or  a peace 
profound. The physical organism, our 
material being,  makes  self  possible. It 
mirrors that which we call self, but  it 
is the self  which  keeps the physical or- 
ganism in harmony  with  other being, 
with  all  the  other  eat  manifestations 
of the  cosmic m i n r  

The discovery of self must  include 
mystical experience. This mystical ex- 
perience is the  union of self and  the 
Cosmic mind. Self, as we  have seen, 
is a  function  arising  out of preferred 
states of consciousness. We must  prefer 
that  that self realize  its own roots, its 
own Cosmic source. That is  mystical 
experience. The technique  to accom- 
plish this becomes the principal  factor 
in the science of living. There  is no 
more  practical  technique  for the  attain- 
ment of mystical experience than  that 
provided by  the Rosicrucian teachings. 
Every Rosicrucian is an  explorer  into 
the  nature of self, an adventurer across 
its boundaries.  Moreover he is a co- 
ordinator of all  the worlds of reality  he 
experiences. He pulls the threads w 
gether so that consciousness is tied fast 
to  all of them  and  never confined to 
any one. 

A V  

We owe to books those general benefits which  come from  high  intellectual ac- 
tion. Thus, I think,  we often  owe to them  the perception of immortality. They 
impart sympathetic  activity to the  moral power. Go with  mean people, and you 
think life is mean. Then read  Plutarch,  and  the world is a  proud place, peopled 
with  men of positive quality,  with heroes and demigods standing  around us who 
will not let us S ~ ~ ~ P . - ~ L P H  WALDO EMERSON 
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The Human Aura 
By STANLEY K. CLARK, M. D., F. R. C. 

(Author of What to Eat-and When) 

r u D E N T s  of mysticism 
have known for many 
hundreds of years of the 
existence of the  human 
aura. They also have 
known that eve mani- 
fest thing, whexer ani- 
mate  or  inanimate,  has 
its  individual aura. 

The tiniest cell, the  minutest  germ, 
the smallest insect, the  pen  with  which 
I write these lines, the  mighty  moun- 
tain, the  planet  on  which  we  are evolv- 
ing  and revolvin , all  have their auras. 
An  atom of hy I rogen can be  broken 
or split into 1,400 parts. An  aura sur- 
rounds  each split particle of this hydro- 
gen atom. It is probably true  that no 
two auras of the countless number, in 
the total Cosmos, are alike. 

As students of mysticism and stu- 
dents of AMORC,  we are chiefly inter- 
ested in  the  aura envelopin 
beings. Perhaps not more t %human an one 
person out of ten thousand in  the pop- 
ulation of the world has  ever  heard 
of the  human  aura.  Man students of 
mysticism still are  unab Y e to see it. 
Clairvoyants  have  always possessed the 
ability. 

Dr.  Walter J. Kilner of London, Eng- 
land, during  the  years  between 1900 
and 1920, proved scientificall and be- 
yond a  question of doubt tilr at every 
normal  erson could  see the  aura  b 
means ofcertain mechanical aids whic L 
he discovered. The skeptic might jus- 
tifiably uestion the  veracity of a clair- 
voyant, i u t  he would  be a fool if he 
were to i ore the evidence presented 
by  Dr. K g e r .  

We  must  accept  the  human  aura as 
a  fact  and proceed from here to learn 
something  about it. 

The  aura, as seen mechanically  b 
The Dr. Kilner, is oval or egg-shaped, wi K 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  the small  end of the oval at  the feet. 

It would a pear, from  Dr. Kilner’s  pub- 
lished worfs  that, mechanically,  he was 
able to see the  aura extending  about 
one to one and one-half feet beyond ’ 

the body. A clairvoyant, on the other 
hand,  can see the  aura  radiating  from 
the body for  a distance of four to s ix  
feet. 

The  human  aura  is derived  from 
three sources: first, from the physical 
body;  second, from, and resultin from, 
the  thoughts;  third, the  auric  ragations 
from the soul-personality within. 

The better the physical health, the 
purer,  the more  elevated  and  more 
noble the thoughts, the 
chic develo ment.  Fina yter ly, the the greater psy- 
the  spirituarknowledge and understand- 
ing which leads to Cosmic and  Divine 
attunement . . . the wider, the more 
pronounced, the more  brilliant  the  aura. 

A  pure  white  aura is the most high- 
ly developed aura  that  anyone  can 
have. The Master  Jesus  is depicted as 
having  a  white aura.  A brilliant violet, 
and especially an ultraviolet, colour in 
the  aura is indicative of a  highly spir- 
itual,  and  a  spiritually illuminated, per- 
sonality. You will note  a  narrow  band 
of red in the  aura of all  advanced 
mystics. 

The  aura is never static. It is con- 
stantly changin and one may observe 
a  number of cofours in the space of a 
few  hours,  or  even in the space of a 
few  minutes. Some of the colours ob- 
served are: blue, green, gold, purple, 
violet,  red,  yellow, orange,  mauve, and 
combinations of these, such as greenish- 
yellow, reddish-blue, etc. 

Dr.  Kilner proved that one  could, by 
voluntary effort of the will, change  or 
add to the colour of his aura. The 
writer  has been able to verify this ob- 
servation made by Dr. Kilner. 

-Reprinted from March Bulletin, 
Toronto Lodge 
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Balked 
By a Word! 

Does a Definition Stand Between 
You and Understanding? . . . 

Does  the lack of meaning of strange  words  and  terms block 
your  study progress? Do you find yourself caught  in  a  web 
of uncertainty as to  the  inner,  esoteric significance of mys’ 
tical phrases? Are you one of many who finds the common 
dictionary  inadequate  in  providing  the  true  philosophical 
interpretation of rare  words? Do you  know  the  Rosicrucian 
definition of Spirit,  Cosmic,  Soul, Cosmic Consciousness, 
fourth  dimension,  harmonium, Karma, NOUS, projection, 
Shekinah,  etc.? 

Stop guessing at  truths.  Obtain  the  Rosicrucian  Manual 
and  learn  the  proper meaning and use of all the  unusual 
mystical words of your  monographs. 

The Student’s  Guide 
Read  between  the lines of your lessons, by the aid 

of the  Rosicrucian  Manual,  the  student’s guidebook. 
It is an encyclopedia of official Rosicrucian  terms  and 
phrases. It also contains  diagrams  and  explanations of 
all symbols and  outlines of the  habits  and customs of the 

Order.  Further,  it has special instructive articles 
on such  topics  as  the  Great  White Lodge and 
how  to obtain  psychic  illumination. It is, in  fact, 
many books in  one.  Profusely  illustrated, large, 
bound in red silk cloth  and  stamped  in gold, it is 
a magnificent  reference work  for all Rosicrucian 
students. It is priced,  postpaid, at 

Only $2.85 (&1/-/4 sterling) per copy. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
ROSICRUCIAN PARK SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 



T H E  P U R P O S E  OF 
T H E  R O S I C R U C I A N   O R D E R  
and women devoted to the  investigation,  study,  and  practical  application of natural  and  spiritual 

The  Rosicrucian  Order,  existing in all civilized lands,  is  a  nonsectarian  fraternal  body of men 

laws.  The  purpose of the  organization  is  to  enable  all to live in  harmony  with  the  creative, con- 

nationally  known as  "AMORC' (an  abbreviation),  and  the AMORC in America  and  all  other 
structive Cosmic forces  for  the  attainment of health,  happiness,  and peace. The  Order Is inter- 

not  sell  its  teachings. I t  gives  them  freely  to  affiliated  members  together  with  many  other benefits. 
lands  constitutes  the  only  form of Rosicrucian  activities  united  in  one  body.  The AMORC does 

For  complete  information  about  the  beneflts  and  advantages of Rosicrucian  association  write  a 
letter  to  the  address below, and  ask  for  the  free book The  Mastery  of Life. Address  Scribe 
S. P. C., in  care of 

AMORC TEMPLE 0 Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose,  California, U.S.A. 0 (Cable  Address: "AMORCO") 

Supreme  Executive for  the International  Jurisdictioh of North,  Central, and  South America, British 
Commonwealth and Empire, France,  Switzerland,  and Africa:  Ralph M. Lewis, F. R. C.-Imperator 

D I R E C T O R Y  
AMERICAN LODGES, CHAPTERS, AND PRONAOI OF THE A. M.O.R.C. 

The  following  are  chartered  Rosicrucian  Lodges  Chapters  and  Pronaoi  in  the  United  States  The  Inter- 
national  Directory  listing  Lodges  Chapters  and  Phonaol  in  &her  countries will appear  in  the  iext  issue of 
the  Rosicrucian  Dipest.  The AmLricsn and  the  International  directories  alternate  monthly. 

ALASKA CONNECTICUT 
Ahchorage: 
Anchorage  Pronaos.  Joseph E. Maley,  Master,  Hartford  Pronaos.  Aaron G. Cohen,  Master, 471 
P. 0. Box 1404. Fern  St. 

Hartford: 

ARIZONA DISTRICT  OF COLUMBIA 
Phoenix: 
Phoenix  Chapter, 1738 W. Van Buren  St.  Martha ~ ~ h $ ~ & , n  Carver Chapter I O,O,F, Hall, 
J. Wood,  Master, 3612  N. 51st P I  
Tucson: 

9th & T Sts . N. W. Mabel E.  F&d,  Master, 252 
Dr.  Charles  L.  Tomlin  Chapter  Knights of Pyth- 

Warren  St., N. E. 
ias  Hall.  Lucie S Mellis,  Mastkr. 3008 E Adams. ~ ~ $ a S p ~ ~ ~ $ $ l ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ;  ~ ~ ~ t ~ , e r ~ $ t R ~ ~ ;  

ARKANSAS Island Ave., Mount Rainier, Md. 

Little  Rock:  FLORIDA 
Little Rock Pronaos  Robert K Brown,  Master, nliami: 
3000 Fair  Park Blvd Miami Chapter  Biscayne  Temple, 120 N. W. 

CALIFORNIA  6th  St. 
15th Ave. Mrs. 'E. H. Smith.  Master, 2222 N. W. 

Fresno : 
Jacob  Boehme  Chapter,  Ponderosa Masonic Tem-  Aquarian  Chapter, 105% Zack St.  Thomas 
ple, 11 San  Pablo Ave. Ted  R.  Souza,  Master,  Holmes.  Master, 407 Pennsylvania Ave., Clear- 
3515 Home Ave. water,  Fla. 

Tampa: 

Abdiel Lodge, 2455 Atlantic Ave. Rolland  Hill- 
Long  Beach:* 
man,  Master, 2708 Van Buren  St.  Honolulu: 
Los  Angeles:*  Honolulu  Pronaos.  Lili P. Berndt,  Master, 4534 
stone 1230. R. A. Lashlee,  Master, 149 N. Gra- 
Hermes  Lodge, 148 N. Gramercy PI., Tel.  GLad-  Kahala Ave. 
mercy PI. IDAHO 
Oakland:' 
3311 Kingsland' Ave. 
Oakland  Lodge 263 12th  St.  Roger  Rush,  Master, g:fz: Pronaos. A. w. Dawson,  Master, 1111 

Pacific Grove: 
N. 6th. 

Pacific  Grove Pronaos.  Wilhelmina I. Merbs, ILLINOIS 
Master, 232 Pine Ave. 
Pasadena:' Chica 0.0 
Akhnaton  Lodge, 20 N. Raymond Ave. Arthur ~ 8 , " , p g ~ ~ ~ ~ e N , K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Ad;2r;tzel$E; 
H.  Raymond,  Master, 44 E. Peoria  St, 
Sacramento: 
Herman  Leader,  Master, 918 23;d St. 
Clement B. Le  Brun Cha ter I O.O.F. Bldg. &~$$~:Pronaos. Charles K, Prlchard, Mas- 

San  Diego: 
Fadden,  Master, 321 Spruce St. 
San Diego Chapter, 4567 30th St.  Roland S. INDIANA 

Francis Bacon Lodge, 1957 Chestnut  St,. Tcl. Evansville  Pronaos. Allen Raymond  Nevius, 
San  Francisco :* Evansville: 
WEst 1-4778. Hazel  Lehnherr,  Master, 2207 45th Master, 1955 Herbert Ave. 
Ave , 
Stockton: 

Indianapolis: 
Stockton  Chapter, 1345 N. Madison St. Chas. T.  Rm. 302. Lottie 8 Indianapolis  Cha  ter, 38  N. Pennsylvania  St., 
Bragg,  Master, 1827 S. Grant  St. 

avis,  Master, 1038 N. Hamilton 

Whittier: 
Ave. 

Whittier  Chapter 1.0.0 F Lodge  Hall  Phila- May Banks-Stacy  Chapter, 519 S. St.  Joseph  St. 
South  Bend: 

delphia & ComstoAk Sts.  Willis H. Garey,'Master,  Gladys Moore, Master, 1702 E.  Hively Ave., Elk- 
639 Dittmar  Dr.  hart,  Ind. 

enwood Ave. 

ter, 3023 Hoover Ave. 

COLORADO IOWA 
Denver: 
Rock  Mountain  Chapter 1512 Gaylord  St.  Har- Des  Moines Pronaos. A1 Razor,  Master, 3740 

Des Rloines: 
vey Yordan, Master,  1585'Flllmore  St.,  Apt. 2. Vandalia  Rd. 

(Directory  Continued on Next  Page) 



KANSAS 

Wichita  Pronaos.  Louis  W.  Wright, 1420 Uni- 
Wichita: 

versity. 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore:* 
John  O'Donnell  Lodge, 301  W. Redwood St. Chris 
R.  Warnken,  Master, 1239 Linden Ave., Arbutus. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston:" 
Johannes  Kelpius  Lodge  Hotel  Brunswick.  Aarne 
Kolhonen,  Master, 399 Newbury  St.,  West  Pea- 
body, Mass. 

Cleveland: 
Cleveland  Chapter, Masonic Temple, 36th & 
Euclid Ave. William R. Morran,  Master, 1281 W. 
104th St. 
Columbus: 
Hellos  Chapter, 697 S. High  St.  Pauline W. 
Doersam.  Master, 1139 S. Miller Ave. 
Dayton: 

George E. Meeker, Mastek, 709 W. Race,  Troy: 
Elbert  Hubbard  Chapter 15 S Jefferson St 
Ohio. 
Youugstown: 
Youngstown  Chapter 301 E. Wood  St.  Phyllis 
Cassetto,  Master, 110' Calvin St. 

OKLAHOMA 
MICHIGAN Oklahoma  City. 

Detroit:: 

Wllliams,  Master, 6165'McMillan Ave. 
Flint : 
Moria  El  Chapter Y W.C.A.  201 E.  1st  St.  Harry Master' ': Boulder' 
Thompson,  Mastir, 920 Xeni~elworth Ave., E. OREGON 
Lausiu . 
Leonar%b da  Vinci Cha ter 603 S. Washington.  tar Lodge 2712 E, Salmon, Frank 
Chester S. Hulett, 342 #ton& Rd. T. McCue, Master, llil N. Jintzen Ave. 

Salem : 
Salem  Pronaos. Harry W.  Snell,  Master, 1600 

Amenhotep  Chapter  Rm 318 Y W C A .  Bldg. 

Tulsa: 
Tulsa Cha ter 15 W. 13th  St. Ava L. Stewart, 

Thebes  ~~d~~ 616 w =ancock *lien p, R. D. Whltaker,  Mister, '1732 Linkood. 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis: 
Essene  Chapter  Dyckman  Hotel 27 S. 6th  St. Jefferson St' 
Jessie  Matson,  Master, 5301 Osseo'Rd. PENNSYLVANIA 

Saint  Louis: 
Allentown: 

Saint  Louis  Chapter  Roosevelt  Hotel  Delmar & 1146 Tilghman 
Allentown  Pronaos.  W. R. Fritzinger,  Master, 

Euclid Aves Hermaxi P. Saussele,  Master. 1123-A LaUCaSter: 
Union  Blvd.  Lancaster  Pronaos. P. H.  Shreiner, 220 N. Res- 

MISSOURI 

ervoir  St. 
MONTANA 

Billings: 
Billings  Pronaos. W. D.  Miller,  Master, 3117 
4th Ave., N. 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas : 
Las Vegas  Pronaos.  William B. De Long, Mas. 
ter, Box 214. 

NEW  JERSEY 
Newark: 
H  Spencer  Lewis  Chapter 84 Clinton Ave. Frank 
Huber,  Master, 1416 Lexihgton PI . .  Elizabeth 3, 

Philadelphia:: 
Benjamin  Franklin  Lodge, 1303 W.  Girard Ave. 
Wilma  H.  Bawd,  Master, 1824 72nd Ave. 
Pittsburgh:* 

N. S. Stanley  Zorowski,  'Master, 21 Utz  Lane: 
First  Pennsylvania Lodge 615 W.  Diamond  St. 
Coraopolis,  Penn. 

RHODE  ISLAND 
Providence : 
Roger  Williams  Chapter  Sheraton-Biltmore  Ho- 
tel.  Percival 0. Martin, 'Master.. A-108-181 Bene- 
A t  st. 

TEXAS 
IY. J .  

NEW MEXICO 
Amarillo : 
Amarillo  Pronaos.  Emmett H. McElroy,  Master, 
1615 W. 48th St, 

Chapter 4524% 4th  St..  N.W.  A s. Triangle  Chapter, 1921% Greenville Ave Theodore 
Dallas : Albuquerque: 

Kirkpatrick,  Master, 'Box 1013. H. Lyons,  Master, 5407  MaDle Springs  Blvd. 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo : 
Rama  Chapter 34 Elam P I  Keith  Hodges, Mas- 
ter, 113 Ebeneker  Dr., W. Seneca 24. N. Y .  
Loup  Island: 
Sunrise  Cha  ter Masonic Temple  Hicksville. 
Germaine Tr fk 'Mas te r .  17 Club  Rh..  Sea Cliff. 
New Roohelle:' ' 
Thomas  Paine  Chapter Masonic Tem  le  LeCount 
PI. George E. Swankon,  Master, &4j/a Green- 
wich Ave., Stamford,  Conn. 
New  York City:' 
New York  City  Lad  e 250 W 57th St.  Marie  C 
Barron,  Master, 21-6f Hazen St., Jackson  Heights 
North L I 
Bookeir T. Washington  Chapter, 69 W. 125th St. 
Harold A. Jackson,  Master, 115 W. 121st St. 
Rochester: 
Rochester  Chapter,  Hotel  Seneca.  Arthur C. 
Weren,  Master, 2147 Ridge  Rd.,  W. 
Syracuse : 
Syracuse  Pronaos.  Bert  Coleman,  Master, 327 
Wadsworth  St. 

Houston: 
Houston  Chapter Y W.C.A. Bldg.  Douglas R. 

Wichita  Falls: 
Strong,  Master, 4311 Elsbury  St. 

2905 Ozark St. 
Wichita  Falls  Pronaos.  Guy  Sinclair,  Master, 

. "  

UTAH 
Salt  Lake  City: 
Salt  Lake  Cit  Chapter 159 E  3rd  South, James 
M. Berling, dagter,  159' E. 3rd, Sohh .  

WABHINQTON 
Seattle:. 
Michael Maier  Lodge.  Wintonia  Hotel.  Helen 
Schillreff,  Master, 725  N.  92. 
Spokane: 
S okane  Cha  ter 12000 E. Spra  e Op ortunity, 
d a s h .  Lowel? Dhberg, Master, g 8 . E .  &h  St. 
Tacoma: 
Takhoma  Chauter. 508 6th Ave. John H. Wilder, 
Master, 8418 Tacoma Ave. 

WISCONSIN 

OHIO Milwaukee: 
Cincinnati: 

Karnak  Chapter, 744 N. 4th  St.  Marcelle  Schoene- 
Cincinnati  Chapter, 906 Main St.,  Rm. 202. An- - man,  Master, 3174 S. 57th St. 
drew  Pulskamp,  Master, 4651 Glenway Ave. ( *  Initiations  are  performed.) 

Latin-American  Division 
Armando Foht De La  Jars ,  F. R. C.. Deputy  Grand  Master 

Direct  inquiries  regarding  this  division  to  the  Latin-American  Division,  Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose, 
California, U. S. A. 
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